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hopes for higher salaries
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See story on page 2 -
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News In Brief
American-French team finds
wreck of 'unsinkable' Titanic
PARIS AP . — A French government institute says searchers
latest technology have found the wreckage of the
Titanic. The luxury liner that sank on its maiden voyage from
England 73 years ago, killing more than 1.500 people.
The wreck was found 1::,120 feet under water, about 540 miles
off the Canadian province of Newfoundland. the Institute for
Research and Exploitation of the' Sea said Monday.
It was identified by a French-made submarine sonar system .
tual American underwater cameras.
Owners had claimed the Titanic, the largest ship afloat when it
was -launched from Southampton. England. was unsinkable
because it double-steel hull was divided into 15 waterproof
compart merits.
But it hit an iceberg that cut a 300-foot gash across several of
the compartment s and sank on the night of April 14-15, 1912. Atotal of 1.513 people died. bul about 7011 managed to get to
lifeboats and were saved.
Canada's commercial television network ('TV broadcast late
'4unday what it said was a ship-to-shore interview with Dr.
Robert Ballard. an American member of the expedition. Ballard
said the team found found pieces of the wreck early•Sunday about
ItO in des south 'of NewInundland.
The difference in location between his report and the French in
report could not be.' reconciled immediately_
According to the cnnversation broadcast by CT. Ballard said
rem] the I. S. Navy research shin Knorr: "We came on it early
this morning. It was'just bang, there it was right on top of it. Our
,i-caction was excitement. then. a coming down off that to realize. that we had found the ship where 1,500 people, had died."
'Millard said in the broadcast from the t S. Navy research ship
lrie orBallard is associated - with the Woods Hole Oceanographic In,
stitution in Cape Cod. lass.
The French agency did not give the precise location of the
wreck. apparently tor security reasons. A fortune in jewelry and
I ha nrnni l
a.1PCIii'Ved tel ha V.t• gone down
with_the ship.
Atnericao• fintinrier .liihn *.lacith Astor and industriall,t rtcti
i.onin Guggenheim were on the' maidenvoyage to New York. •
The expedition. to find the Titanic was sponsored by the
and French institutes. and the National GeograPhic
Society
The French announcement said an agreement code-named
White- Star, the name of the British shipping company that
operated the Titanic, outlined the properly rights to any salvage
recovered from the wreck. under both French and Amerie an law.
The. agreement was signed in .fune, a few days •before the
French institute's research ship Suroit left for the suspected site
it the ve-Jteck in the N(Irt h Atlantic.. The ittIllOtInt't'lllellt Sa Id the
Suroit began work in the area .lone 2s and_ was joined by the
Knorr on Aug. 5.
•-l'hose on board the Sure it were almost sure they had pinned
fiew-ii the Tilaniu.'• Monday's announcement said. "But we had to
be certain. and_ the agreement prevented making any statement.
The. cameras of the. American Alt( IO system came in the past few
days :old confirmed the discovery."
Among other -expeditions ifl search of the, Titanic:Were thosc
iinanced ley—laek-Grinim. a Texas oilman. in 19m1. 1951, and 195:;
(('ont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
Ky. the Aetatriated

1111.0%1. Miss. — Hurricane Elena finally slanted ashore.
downing trees with 100 mph winds that spawn tornadoes and
drive torrential rains. Widespread damage is reported along the
Mississippi Gulf Coast. but emergency officials said the state apparently escaped the devastation.of previous hurricanes.
Jou.4.N.%
Smith Africa — Black miners are striking
the nation's gold and coal mines, but the Onion says many show
up at work under threats of firing and coercion. The rand gained
ground, but stocks were down after' a five-day suspension of
trading due to the. country's financial crisis.
PEPE S DE S CV. Mo. — I'resident Reagan will resume his
campaign for tax revision with a feisty speech in Harry S.
Truman's- tmlnetown•in ‘A'hieli be explains ''why we ought to take
our current tax system
‘
uus. and string it tip."
EDWARD. AM FOR('E BASE. Calif. — Discovery's
astronauts swooped out of
to.a pre-dawn desert landing today to end a sensational space salvage mission 'that restored life
to a derelict $85 million satellite
LOS AAGELES — Investigators are pleading for help in finding. a gun believed abandoned by Richard Ramirez in the
desperate moments-before he was overcome by an
citizens
and later booked for investigation of the "Night Stalker"
slayings.

•:taff photo At this ol ruck

Murray- addict seeking rehabilitation

Sometimes help can be hard to find
Editor's note: Staff tinter ()avid Tuck
was contacted by an individual in the
community who asked for help in making
the. public more awai-e•of America's growing drug problem and the problems
- --associated with receiving treatment for'
drug dependencies. The following is a portion of one man's story_ Bob is a fictitious
na
.
By RA% ID TIE CK
Staff 5% riter
••Cs.e seen the needle and the damage
done.
a little part of it in every one...e• ery
_junkie's like a setting sun...••
From "Needle and the Daniage
Done" by Neil young

MURRAY, Ky. t API —
Visitors " to Murray's newest
museum next spring will be
greeted by a robot, who will ask
where they're from, and most
importantly, what their Boy
Scout troop number is.
The visitors will then be able
to tour the National Museum of
Boy Scouts of America, the'first
major facility for research on

'CLOUDY
Mostly cloudy tonight with
a 40 percent chance of
thundershowers and a low in
the lower 70s. Southerly
winds 5 to.15 mph..
A 50. percent chance of
thunde
ishowers Wednesday
with a high in the upper kOs
and southerly winds A to 15 di
mph. .

r

tAKE LE‘'EES
:14-y. Lake 156.4 ,
Barkley Lake
356.5
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(Cont'd on page 21

Scouting history, said Darwin .
Kelsey, one of two staff_
members.
"It is an extraordinary world
movement and is practically
unstudied," Kelsey said recently. —There are less than half a
dozen doctoral dissertations that
touch on it in any direct way."
More than 225 million young
people have been involved in

Scouting around the world in the
75 years of the organization's existance. according to Kelsey.
Visitors to the museum next
spring will see rows df glass
cases in which merit badges will
be displayed, as well as the
robot, who will tell visitors how
many others from the same
troop have visited the museum.
- "The intent is to destroy the

old stereotypes of museums as
sacred places of hushed tones
where you keep your hands in
your pockets." Kelsey said.
"Instead, it will be a place of
adventure and expectation Ave
personal participation." Kelsey
said. "Rows And rows of merit
badges, council patches and
—
(Cont'd on page?)
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subsiribers ,.tho have not
received their. home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5.39 p.m. Monday Friday 'Pi- b1•3:30 psrn. -Saturday
are urged to coil 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. -and 4 p.m. Saturdays,. Office Hours —
p.m. Monday thru Oriday.'
e.m.•12 p.m. Saturday
•

When Bob first came to the realization
that he did need help he. contacted the
local mental health authorities. Eleven
days passed. however, before he was admitted to Western State Hospital for
medical detoxification in Hopkinsville.
During (hat lime span. Bob's quest for
help had taken him through 14 stops in
three states.
Most of the detox centers he was told-to
corthict offered only social detoxification
prograins and no medical assistance.

'At one center. The Off-Broadway House,
in Lexington, Bob said doctor spent only
two minutes with him before offering a
cold, harsh prognosis for him and his
wife.
• "This man doesn't want to live -,there's nothing I can do for him." the doe.- •
tor commented.
The physician did. however. Offer to let
Bob check into his social detox center in
Lexington. There. after 45 minutes. Bob
began showing withdrawal symptoms. He
was rushed to the University of Kentucky
Medical Center. After a 5-hour- wait in he
emergency room, an emergency room
doctor released him. saying the patient
in-no need of medical treatment.. '

Scouting museum gearing up for spring opening

orbit
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Bob has a problem.
More specifically. Bob has a drug
problem.
He knew he needed help, but getting the
help he needed turned out to be-more of a
fight than he expected

etetiw

By Kathryn R.Carman
MCIVIA PR Vice President
Murray Civic Music Associa_ tion proudly presents its threegeneration family. "Doc" Farrell is generally considered -the
founder of the present MCMA
formed in 1959, and continuing to
-the preSent --ttrrre.' -Doc is a
retired professor and chairman
of the music department at Murray State University.
He has loyyly. continuously
served over the years and -has
performed outstandingly in
multiple ways from tasks
__generally performed_ by professionals. to the most mundane of
all.
You will see him this week
Manning the headquarters of the
1985-86 MCMA membership
dirve at the downtown Bank of
Murray during banking hours.
. or you may telephone him there
at MCMA number 7$3-0711.
_ Doc's
Ileti,i-anaccomplished musician In.her-own
right, has served along with
twim. She was on the Board for
several years and is, always

ready to lend a helping hand.
Bea, a professional, is professor
of organ at MSU and is organist
at the First United Methodist
Church.
The wife of their son Dick.
Jacquie. is a member of the
Board and membership chairman.- She semes in mat*, --other
supportive ways as well, giving
generously of her time 'and
talents.
Many Board members feel she
is the one indispensable
member. Her volume of work is
staggering. Because of the
magnitude of her function,
MCMA acquired a computer two
years ago: Thus far, JacqUie is
the only Board Member to have
mastered the computer.
Dick
the -parents of two — MCMA
daughters," Meg and Katy.
is very supportive of jacquie ir
her rote in a multitude of _ways,
including.'entertaining- the- girls • to free Jacquie. • Each girl is'
adorable and is charmed by her
((mni on page f)
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Beasley hopes to see salaries raised in next biennium
By MELINDA WIGGIN TON
Staff Writer
As new chairman of Murray
State University's Board of
Regents. Bill Beasley probably
should have been trained as a
juggler.
He and other key leaders at
MSU are trying to sooth mounting tensions over low faculty/staff salacies and benefits
which contribute to poor retention of quality personnel, lobby
against unwanted changes proposed by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education's five-year
strategic plan and continue to
administer special projects on
campus.
•
"The Board is committed, I
feel, to attempting to influence
the state of Kentucky and its
legislature to do something
about low staff salaries,"
Beasley stated.
"I hope to see salaries raised a
minimum of 5 percent in the
next biennium for all faculty
members to reach •fhe level of
neighboring benchmark
universities.
•"The future-of MSU depends
on action by the Council on
Higher Education," Beasley
continued with quiet urgency.
"They were impressed with the
statements and testimony at .the
public hearing held here a few
weeks ago, but they made no
commitments to change their
minds.
Beasley and Dr. Kale Stroup.
MSU president. and other board

Bill Beasley

chairmen -and university
presidents will meet on Sept. 5
with the CHE. "Hopefully
something positive will come
from that.- Beasley said.
•Two special projects in the
works now for the MSU campus
are the National Boy Scout
Museum. scheduled -to open- in
May 1986, and a "new and improved'' industry and
technology facility.
"The museum will have a
strong impact on MSU and a
positive economic impact, on

Murray-Calloway County and
the region itself," Beasley
believes.
"Having the museum on our
campus will give an aura of national prcrminence."
The industry and technology
building is still listed as a top
construction priority, Beasley
said. "This fall, prior to the
legislative session,.we will continue lobbying efforts to 'get
funding.
"That's not to say other projects ate not important, but with
the large number of students involved and the fact MSU is
recognized nationally for its lecT
program, it's extremely
necessary to have a facility to
Support the program."
Beasley said he's "setting the
top goal around student involvement. By that. I mean that the
student is most important at
MSU. The entire process at the
university is meaningless
without the student."
At next Saturday's Board
meeting, the athletic commission report will be presented. At
times, as in most academic institutions, certain factions feel
athletics receives an inproportionate amount of attention.
Where does Beasley place that
program on his priority list?
"I feel athletics is an important part of academic progress," Beasley carefully
answered, "therefore, I had not
singled it out.

"It will continue to receive my
support, as will physics.
business and other programs
here at MSU. I feel, just as it is
important to have an outstanding chemistry or arts program,
that it's natural to assume we

Help...
(Cont'd from page 1)
An earlier attempt to receive
help at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah had also come up empty, but persistent requests finally convinced the doctors that he
was serious about going clean
and was not just another druggie
looking for a quick Valium handout. It was from there that they
transferred his case to Western
State Hospital.
"I'm at the end of my rope,"
Bob said before his 11-day stay
at Western State. "If there is a
Good Lord, I'm praying."
Western State, however, would
not admit him until he passed a
hepatitis test, which they required because the danger involved with the needles used by
heroin addicts. The tests revealed no hepatitis, and it looked as
if Bob would finally be admitted
to a medical detox center.
But, then he had to wait again.
Thrs time, he was told that he
would have to be tested for
venereal diseases and AIDS

would want a strong athletic
program."
Athletics is singled out by
many because, "It receives a lot
of attention from media and
alumni, and justifiably so,"
Beasley offered.
y
Beasley said for tho not

(Acquired Immune Deficiency
System) before Western State
could admit him. Again, he passed the tests, clearing the way for
his admission to Western State's
medical detox program.
Despite what seemed to be at
times superfluous delays, Bob
tells his story with no intent of
malice.
"I'm not out to slander
anyone," he paid, "but
something needs to be done. If
nothing else, we need a concrete
referral system. There are other
people out there who need help,
and they need to know how to get
it."
Bob said earlier that it was his
observance many agencies
avoided dealing with addicts —
shuffling paperwork in hopes
that the one needing the help
would eventually go away.
"Junkies are really hard to
work with."
As a testament that many
drug users have been abusing
their bodies for long periods of
time, Bob's drug past began
with sniffing glue as an 11-yearold. Bob is now 34 years old.
Just what would lead an
11-year-old to start sniffing glue
is hard to say, but Bob did recall
the following memories of his
early years:
"My father was a professional
man and my mother was a
tramp — I had to dig her out.of
bars all the time," he said. "My
father never showed any emotion
he was high-pressure for
education."
From high school. Bob went
straight to the University of
California — Berkeley, where he
maintained a 3.5 grade point
average until he dropped out, 16
hours from graduation.
Ironically, he had planned on
getting a bachelor's degree in
social work.
Last week, Bob -checked into
the Friedman Center in
Paducah where he is scheduled
to stay in social detoxification
for 30 days. He said he would not

see MSU becoming a very prominent force in this region
economically and would hope
that we would be able to con.tinue to attract more students
because of our low costs and to
continue to attract top faculty."

be given any drugs there, and he
would probably have to earn
privileges for cigarettes.
"My social worker sounds
tough," he said. "They probably
gave me the roughest one over
there."
When he gets out of Friedman,
Bob says his top priority will be
to find gainful employment. •
"I need hard • work and less
thought — I need exercise," he
remarked.
Bob remembered one time finding work in California after
chasing Clint Eastwood down
the street. When the security
guards and policemen stopped
him and he explained that he
was just looking for a job, they
arranged employment for him
at a local nursing home.
"I'll get another job even if I
have to chase Clint Eastwood
again," he said.
But meanwhile, he still needs
help putting his life back in
order. Several local churches
and the Murray Needline have
been instrumental thus far in his
struggle to kick .his drug habit.
"Needline has furnished I
don't know how much gas
money," he recalled.
Special attention was also
given from a neighboring
minister, who helped him by
supervising his medication intake after seeing the doctors in
Paducah.
It wag' the minister who set
Bob on the road to treatment
when he petitioned a local doctor
to stop by Bob's house and give
him a quick check-up.
"There's nothing we can do
for you at the hospital here," the
doctor told him."Get to Lourdes
as soon as'possible."
And, although the Lourdes
doctors doubted him at first,
they saw through his persistence
determing he was serious about
going straight.
"...I'm not going to spend the
rest of my life shooting_ dope,"
he said.

dr

Authorities track couple to Texas

Introducing MVP
Maximum Value Plans:
an innovative,costsaving health care
program for companies
like yours.
Today. companies with up to 100 employees
have to work hard to keep overhead down.
That's especially true of health care insurance,
one of the largest expenses in most benefit
_packages.
That's why more and
more small to medium-sized
companies are selecting
MVP Maximum Value Plans
.—an innovative, cost-saving
health and life benefits
package from Blue Cross
and Blue Shield, the leader
in health care protection.

Calloway County authorities
have tracked Michael Wofford.
of Paris, Tenn., to Texas and are
still searching for him and a
juvenile girl though to be his
girlfriend. Wofford is wanted on
Calloway County warrants for
first degree burglary and theft
by unlawful taking over $100
stemming and a similar juevnile
petition is outstanding on the
girl, both stemming from an incident August 16.
Howard Neal Allen's body was
discovered at his lakeshore
residence about 1:50 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 17 with about 40 of his

The key to MVP is its flexibility. It can be
custom tailored to fit your company's needs
exactly—with a variety of cost-sharing features like those of the biggest companies.
such as co-payments and deductibles.
Let a Blue Cross and Blue Shield
representative show you how you can save
money on your life and health care package
without lowering the quality of protection.
With MVP, the Maximum Value Plans. Use the
coupon below, call your local Blue Cross Blue
Shield office, or call toll-free at 1-800-292-2583
for more details. In the Louisville area call
423-2729.

Museum:.
(Cont'd from page 1)

Blue Cross
BlueShield
Kent.,,,
0,

•
Tell me more about how to save money on my life and
health care package with MVP, the Maximum Value Plans:

,
Nam
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jackets won't be the focus of the
museum. A merit badge is a
marker of experience. That's its
importance, not that it has
changed details four times in the
last 75 years." But Kelsey said there will be
plenty of artifacts in the
museum, including 30,000 objects and 2,500 volumes in the
library. The artifacts include
uniforms, bugles and 54 Norman
Rockwell paintings.
The museum will also house
the diaries of Sir Robert BadenPowell, who founded the Boy
Scouts in England in 1907. The
diaries contain several water
colors and sketches of Powell's
military life.
A national search by the
Scouts led to Murray, which
leaders say typlifies the Middle
America that iS most involved in
the organization.
Murray State University has
provided an old building and a
citizens group raised $2.5 million
to get the facility started.
Kelsey was senior vice president for research at Old Sturbridge Village in Massachusetts
before taking the Boy Scout
museum job,

guns, his car and several other
items reported stolen. The cause
of his death is pending an autopsy currently being conducted in
Paducah.
Calloway County Sheriff
David Balentine.returned early
this week from Belleville, Texas
where he picked up 14 handguns
and rifles believed to be from
Allen's collection. The guns
were confiscated by Austin
County authorities in Sealy,
Texas..

Allen arrested
Early this morning a man using the name Jerry Allen
Jackson was arrested in Murray
for public intoxication, according to the Murray Police
Department, which later today
found the man's real name was
Edward Allen and he was
wanted in two Tennessee counties and in La Grange, Ky.
Allen, who was Picked' up
about 12:30 a.m. today, was
identified by Henry County
authorities as an escapee from
there. It was also discovered by
local'authorities that Allen was
also wanted on warrants in
Stewart County, Tenn. and La
Grange.

MCMA...
(Cont'd from page 1)
father, apparent by their
squeals of delight when he takes
over.
Now three years old, when
Meg was two, she said, "Can't
talk now, Mommie is working."
Baby Kate, under Meg's
tutelage is a "good girl" when
"Mommie is working."
The Farrell family sets a fine,
lovely example for other famlies
including those who participate
In MCMA as well as those who
are interested but "have not yet
decided."

lin.sink able Titanic 1% reckage found...
Stale

s kr7neTs Phone

•
Mail to- Blue Cross and Blie Shield of Kentucky
MVP. Maximum Value Plans
' PO Box 23700. Louisville. KY 40223

Rfti Kok? Blue Cross and Blue
41,s`
MVP .s a servrce mart. of Blue C•uss and
Blue Shoeld ol Kentuik
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(Cont'd from page 1)
— 11-------A44er-che--14044-searehi,-4444-4rigreinterted-r-rderitripes-shria
ship's propeller, and on Monday Grimm said he considered the
find
a- "•cofiffriiiatiOn orcitir discovery."
•
"We gavelhem the benefit of all our information about where it
.11
was on the ocean. We-have the rights. They have ng clalfti to it .
They -used our data. I'm sure." he said. "In 1981. when we found
the propeller, we staked Our claim to the wreck.Y •
Among the books inspired by the disaster were Walter Lord's
"A Night to RemeMber,-.Lawrence Beesley's "The.Loss of the
SS Titanic" and Archibald Gracie's "The Truth About the
Titanic." .
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A Congfess fed up with
This 25 percent share exwasteful spending at the Unit- ceeds the contribution of all 18
ed Nations recently passed communist countries
legislation giving the United bined. And the 120 Third
States greater control over its World nations donate less than
contribution to the U.N. budg- 10 percent of the U.N. budget.
et.
The oil-rich nations of Kuwait
Fiscal horror stories had al- and Saudi Arabia? Less than 1
ready prompted the United percent.
States to withdraw from the
Clearly, some reform is in
Paris-based United Nations order. The congressional meaEducational, Scientific, and sure, sponsored by Sen. Nancy
Cultural Organization. And Landon Kassebaum, R-Kan..
why not? Fully 80 percent of stipulates that in all matters
UNESCO's budget was going relating to money, votes
for administrative expenses. should be weighted according
And the agency's unseemly to a nation's contribution vis a
extravagances included a lav- vis its per-capita income.
ish conference center in starv- Under the Kassebaum bill, if
ing Ethiopia.
this formula isn't implementCongress is now growing ed by 1987, the U.S. contribuweary of wider waste through- tion to the international body
out the United Nations, where would be cut by 20 percent.
costs have increased 273 perThe legislation also recent in the last 13 years. Some quires the Secretary of State
of this might be justified. But to submit a report on U.N. salan organization charged with aries and benefits as comhelping to feed and house the pared to those of U.S. federal
world's downtrodden spent employees.
$250 million in 1982 on outSen. Kassebaum's equation
sized pension-fund benefits. A
is
sensible and fair. Her sysrecently retired undersecretem
respects a country's ecotary-general was awarded a
nomic
situation and ability to
$400,000 lump-sum payment, a
contri
bute.
Moreover, the sys$50,000 annual pension, and a
tem
insure
s
that any budget
$90,000 a year consulting job,
debate
s
includ
e considerable
all tax free.
input
from
those
who will foot
A major reason for this
a
signif
icant
portio
n of the
huge rise in operating costs is
bill.
explained by the budget-setIt's parochial to view the
ting process. Senegal, for example, has the same one vote U.S. contribution as an "inin appropriations measures as vestment" that will "pay off"
the United States, although for U.S. taxpayers. Rather.
Senegal contributes almt
, *6616414,_yajljLautegLi
nothing, while American tai- 3idtes1 -invest in the worIrs
payers foot fully one-quarter less fortunate not in U.N. buof the bill for the entire Unit- reaucrats. ongress is now
ed Nations and all of its agen- urging jus that. In 1987, urging w
rn to insistence.
cies.
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Spending brake
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by m.c. garrott

Waters School, one of county.s last
one-room learning places, being restored
Back in the early part of the
century, Waters School was one
of some 75 such one-room educational structures in Calloway
County.
They say its first building was
a log one, and that it was built
shortly after the Civil War.
"Aunt Bea" Fergerson, the
mother of former County Judge
Hall McCuiston, went to school
there, and she was born in 1861.
It Is believed to have been
named after its first teacher,
"Uncle Spill" Waters, as that
seems to have been the custom
in those days
Through the years, the little
school has been located off 121
south of Concord and about 2 1 1 .
miles off to the right on Winchester Road.
Nearby was the farm where
the late Lloyd Albritton once lived. For many years, Mr. Albritton ran the "Collegiate Inn," a
favorite hangout for Murray
State students in the school's
early years. It was located about
where the bowling alley is today
on West Main.
Back in the 1920s and the
1930s, the two biggest families in
the school's area were the
Browns and the Williamses.
The Brown family included
former Police Chief Jim Brown.
He, his brother, Otis,.and their
three sisters, Louise, Inez and
Dulcia, all went to school at
Waters School.
They lived only about 300
yards away, so they always ran
home for lunch. Jim recalls his
first teacher as being Mertis
Perry. and she was followed by
Otis and Guy Lovins, both of
ater represented
CaIloy County in the Kentucky General Assembly.
Sheriff-Elect J.D. Williams
and his brothers and sister,

Eulon. Carlton and Evelyn, also
of Marshall County its business
went to Waters School.
agent.
• • •
The carpenters will be
Today, Waters School is one of
donating their services in restora few, if not the only one, of the
ing the interior and exterior of
little, old, one-room schools still
the building as well as adding a
standing in the county. But It is
porch on the front. Lumber for
no longer out near Concord.
the porch has been. donated by
The Calloway Cbunty chapter
the McKnight and Son Sawmill
of the Kentucky Retired
on Poor Farm Road, while the
Teachers Association felt one of
siding they will be putting up is
them should be salvaged and
some L.D. characteristically
restored to show following
has come up with from half
generations how teachers taught
dozen other buildings here and
and youngsters learned with
there.
eight grades in a single room
Swift Roofing Company has
with one teacher.
agreed to repair the roof, and
A few years ago, the retired
Harold Grogan, director of the
teachers — under the leadership
vocational school at Murray
of George Lily and Hall McHigh, and his student carpenters
Cuiston — invested something
are going to build a belfry for the
like $1,200 in having the school
school's bell.
moved to the city park and a
Five new windows have been
spot near t#e swimming pool.
bought. The Harold• Swift
Since then, very little had
carpentry folks have donated
been done to begin the restoratwo days' labor to install them
tion job until a few weeks ago.
once all the inside and outside
Betty I Mrs. CC.) Lowry and
paint spraying has been done,
Jan (Mrs. Butch I Seargent had
the equipment for which will be
become interested in it.
provided by the Black
They contacted City CounDecorating Center on 4th Street.
cilman L.D. Miller and asked for
.They say they now need some
his assistance. L.D. was an
paint donated, and anyone willearly -day school teacher
ing to contribute some — or
himself. He appreciates the past
money with which to buy,some
and his American heritage
— should contact either L.D., or
about as much as anyone I
Betty or Jan with that word.
know. When he puts his mind to
They are ready to get on with
a project such as this' things
the job so Dr. Sal Matarazzo out
begin to happen.
at Murray State can do his thing.
His first move was to seek
Matt is going to round up the
volunteer .help in restoring the
desks and other furnishings
little school, which was in a pretrelative to the school's era.
ty sad state of repair.
The restorers couldn't have
• . •
come up with a better choice for
Several have come forth,
that job. For, Matt, as we know
among the first Local 1734 of the
him, is about the best public
Carpenters and Joiners Union,
relations man Murray State has.
which has 60 members in the
He's in the College of Educacounty. Charles Jeffrey is its
tion out there, and he knows
president; Joe H. Miller its
more school people within 150
treasurer and Joseph E. Smith
miles of Murray on a first-name

basis than anyone on the campus. If there are desks to be had,
he'll come up with them
• • •
There are a lot of Calloway
Countians still around who went
to Waters School, and already
they are talking up a reunion
once the little school has been
put back together again.
Charlie Lassiter, an administrative aide with the county school system, is pulling
together a list of names of the,
people who went to school there,
using old census records beginning about 1906 and until - the
school was closed and sold in
1938.
Mrs. tiafford Sills, 902 Pogue.
is one of these. The daughter of a
farm couple. Robert and Euna
Bucy, she and her brother,
Charlie Wade Bucy, went to
Waters School, Charlie Wade,
who worked at the Tappan plant
for 27 years, died in January of
this year.
Guy Lovins was Mrs. Sill's
first teacher at Waters School,
and she remembers 15 or 16
students there at the time all in
the one room.
She and Charlie Wade walked
a mile and a half each way to
school. He was older than she,
and she remembers her first day
at school. She wanted to sit
beside her brother. but he, embarrassed by this, didn't want
her to do so. It took Mr. Lovins to
convince him to let her share his
desk until she became more accustomed to the classroom and
her classmates and moved
among those more her age..
They'll be recalling experiences such as these when
the little school is restored and
ihe reunion is held. It will be interesting to watch this project
progress.

l

thoughts in season
capitol ideas

by lawrence I. knutson

By Ken Wolf
One of the major issues which _
has divided Christians since the
Reformation i if not before, is the

Centennial relies await 2076:
former eeps entitled to busts
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Centennial Safe, the 1876 time
capsule opened amid public
ceremony by President Gerald
. R. Ford during the bicentennial
nine years ago, is back in the
Capitol basement, its contents
not to be disturbed until another
president peers inside — in the
year 2076.
The safe is a relic of the
Centennial Exposition in
Philadelphia in 1876, which
marked the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence.
In a project organized by Mrs.
Charles F. Diehm, the large
black iron vault was filled with
the autographs of thousands of
Americans who visited the exposition in that centennial year.
and of noted men and women
from around the country whose
signatures were solicited by
Mrs. Diehm.
The time capsule also contained elaborately framed portraits
of Presidents Washington and
Lincoln and of the chief executive of the era. President
Ulysses S. Grant, along with a
silver Tiffany ink stand and
other artifacts.
-- —
Speaking of former President
Ford, the marble bust to which
he is entitled as a former vice
president of the United States
and president of the Senate is
completed and in storage in the
Capitol.

extent to which our belief in and
worship of God should be individual and the extent to which
it should be determined by the
group I the church, history, or
tradition.

But no date has been set to- install it, according to the Capitol
architect's office which
oversees such things.
A bust of former Vice President Nelson A. Rockefeller has
been commissioned but not yet
completed.
But there are no plans so far to
sculpt busts of the other two
former vice presidents not
already so honored.
They are Walter F. Mondale
and Spiro T. Agnew.

The greatness and the
tragedy of Luther was that
he could net er relinquish
either the individualism of
the eucharistic cup or the
corporateness of the baptisimal font. He would hate
been a troubled spirit in a
tranquil age.
Of course. since Luther's age iA US
not a tranquil one, he succeeded
in both reforming and dividing
Christendom.

coffee...tea ... sedative

We live with and share his
dilemma to this day.

looking back
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According tORoland Bainton. a
leading biographer of Martin
Luther. this was an issue with
Luther. Bainton put it eloquently
when he wrote of Luther
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Ten years ago
Air Force Master Sgt. Thomas
E. Lawrence, son of Mr. and
Mrs. N.E. Lawrence, is serving
at Lake Air Force Base,
Arizona.
Bill Wearren, owner of Murray Burger Queen, is pictured
presenting a check for $325 to
Mac Fitts of the Murray Optimist Club. The check
represents the crub's share in
the Annual Optimist-Burger
Queen Day held last spring.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospit.S.1 include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Brooks.
Aug. 25, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Boyd, Aug. 30.
Wallace Earl Baggett and
Wade Elias Mahfoud. both of
Murray, were granted Doctor of
Philosophy degrees in summer
ceremonies at South Illinois
University, Carbondale. Ill.
Paul Ragsdale.of Oaks Coun„,...treluk,sco
f.111-Oue on
Aug. 29. He was playing with-his
wife. Sadie. and Linda Drake.
He used a seven iron on 140 yard.
10th hole. 4.
Calloway County
Homemakers Council meeting
was held Aug. 28 in the social
hall of First United Methodist
Church. Mrs. Gary Key is presi-

dent and Mrs. Charles Dan
Bazzell is secretary-treasurer.
Miss Vickie Edwards,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
-Charles Lee Edwards, and Lonnie Dale Lovett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Lovett. were married
Aug. 15 at Hardin Church of
Christ.
Twenty years ago
A study is beginning at
Calloway County High School
which may lead to the school's
beging accepted by Southern
Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges, according
to William Miller. principal.

Shirley Wilferd is coach for
United States Army Reserve.
Oaks.
Ernest Clevenger, minister of
Billie Ray Roberts and
College Church of Christ. spoke
Charles Roberts have purchased
on "Publishing A Club Bulletin”
the distributorship of Phillips 66
at a meeting of the Murray
and Service Station at North
Rotary Club. He was introduced
Fourth and Chestnut Streets
by James C. Williams.
from.Noble Farris.
Grand prize winners in The
The Rev. Jerry T. Lackey is
Ledger
& Times Fishing Contest
new minister of Coldwater
are Leonard WA,Class A. and.
Methodist Circuit. He will .serve
Mrs. Leonard Wood. Class B.
churches at Coldwater: Coles
James M. Lassiter announces
Camp Ground, Mt. Carmel and
the new location of his office for
Mt. Hebron.
practice of law in the ProfesMr. and Mrs. Max Olson and
sional Building, 204 South Fifth
daughters, Kathy and Linda. of
St , Murray.
Indianapolis. Ind., have been the
The Coldwater Homemakers
guests of her parents,'Mr and
Kathy Cooper is drum major
Club was organited on Aug. 25 in
Mrs. Harry-f. Sledd:
of the Murray High School Marthe home of Mrs. Dewey Bazzell.
Mrs. George Fletcher and
ching Band. Majorettes are
James A. Parker of Murray
children. Gelita and Morris. of
Greer Houston, Diane Shuffett,
has been appointed director of
Columbus. Ohio. have been the
Barbara Brown. Kay Pinkley, guests of her
Boys of -Woodcraft 4portsmen s parents;• Mr: -and
Janes Belote and Kay Beaman.
Club for boys. 8 to 1.6, being
Mrs. Garnett Morris.
Band officers are Steve
-organized at Coldwater.
Thirty years ago
Douglas, Joey Wilson and
An effort is being made in
The MurrayHi_gh_Sc hoot Band
„MritY gleig3inf,
MttfraNr to-defermittr Wrftstherr!
_
sponsored an ice crezirri supper' —
.
Recent - births reported at -171ilteci—Ptgid- Drive can be
on Sept 1 on the Campus of the
organized here.
Murray Hospital include a boy
school. Music was presented by
.Charles D. Outland, son of the
to Mi. and Mrs.'Lloyd Canter, a
the band with Irvin Gilson as.
Rev.- and Mrs. Lon Outland,
boy to . Mr. and Mrs Victor
director.
received his B.S. degree from
Powell and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Brown and Mrs.
Murra
y State College with the
Mrs. Freed Tucker.
,Gordon Moody presented a.
c,Jass of_19.5.5 and at the: same The Oaks -Swan- Club- Team
.spettai program- at meeting on --time finished necessary work in
won over Mayfield Country Club
Sept. 1 of Garden Department of
146 to 881.2 in a recent meet. ROTC for a commission in the
Murray Woman's Club.
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MURRAY TODAY
,awarded a blue ribbon
and a $5 cash prize for
"Best Press and
Publicity." a certificate
for "Membership," a,
certificate for "Excellency," a honorable
mention for "Civic Concern- and an honorable

( %RUE N DEPAHTM E NT — Officers of Garden Department of Murray
Club for 198,1416 elub year are, top photo. from left, Sallyanne
Sawer, Janet %%albs. Faye McConnell and Ann t ddberg. Not pictured are
Margaret Owens and Margaret Taylor. In the bottom photo are Effie
% atighn. right. chairman of the Scholarship Committee. who has just
presented a scholarship to 'Jim Faust. Murra State I ni‘ersity Horticulture
Student. In the center is Dr. John Griffin of NISI Horticulture Department.
Vi oman's

.11cn Nhal C
Reervotions Coll

For 3lll- vour

BOSTON 1AP ) —
About 90 percent of all
men over the age of 15
shave regularly, and
that translates into 78
million men, according
to a recent study.
The study, made for
Gillette, said nearly 78
percent of all men who
shave are "wet
shavers" while 22 percent use electric razors.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

WITH
ONE RED SHOE

'14;
- PpresentIng

CINE 1 & 2

American and International Travegime

1.51

5TE5'F,4 SPIFI.BER(. Pn•Welts

GREMLiNS

ed by Jane Lane, Gloria
McClaughlin and Mrs.
Sa-Wyer.
• .
Hostesses for the day
were Dorothy Byrn,
Euva Alexander,.Mary
Crutchfield, Milded Hatcher, Mimi Jordan and
Nell Hendon.

-••

1111•111111
1B
THE MAN
TOM HANKS

mention for donating to
"CARE."
, Following the meeting
a garden tour to the
home of Dr. John and
Susan Griffin and
Shirley's Florist and
Green House was conducted: This was Warm:. _

• A.a. Matt Se...s ..••

••Vais•Sal

501.1. to, Levi,•Sal Ma,. Sells .0,

0,5 •

•

•

Vt

central center 753-3314

ENTER THE WAL-MART
•

BABY
CONTEST

•

Amorm NINA]
R

of The bride, was the Latto and Joel Lett°,
flower girl.
brothers of the groom.
The groom wore a
The men attendants
black jacket, black and wore charcoal gray tuxgray pin-stripe trousers. edoes. white shirts with
white wing tip collar wingtip collars and
and ascot tie. His peach bow tied and
boutonniere was a white cummerbund. Each
rose.
woresa white carnation
The groom's father, boutonniere.
Lowell Latto, served as
Evan Farris. nephew
best man. Groomsmen of the bride, was ring
were Joel Latto, brother bearer.
of the groom, Bobby
Mrs. Sara Gant. sister
Daniel and Bill Howard. of the bride, 'kept the
Ushers were David guest register.

Murray Area Vocational School will offer
classes in Retail Sales
Training beginning
Monday, Sept. 9. These
classes will be offered
from 1 to 5 p.m. each
day, Monday through
Friday, and will end on
Oct. 4.
Retail Sales Training
includes 120 hours of extensive training in
employability skills.
cashiering, merchandising and salesmanship

techniques.
Materials used for the
program were designed
by retail stores and include a complete
department store and
supermarket layout
with real merchandise
and new electronic cash
registers.
This training will help
unemployed persons
learn to be cashiers,
stock eters, and/or
salespersons in department stores, specialty

(AGES 6 & UNDER)

Nashville, Tenn., Santa
Barbara, Calif., and
Boston, Mass.
In April she attended

CASH PRIZES IN EVERY STORE

95
Groups and
Families Welcome

% IDEO TAPE •
‘'CH RENTALS
Mon. Sat. II am III pm
Sum 1 pm In pm

•

ahosbnst st. 753-3314

so•Pc,a,s
,
acl,I.00al poses Drl.

amams.i

One 81(10 • Two 5z7s
Ten Wallets

SI 00 Extra P•• Ptr•on)

ENTER YOUR CIJILD IN THE

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

ozwEris

Little Miss & Little Mr.
Wal-Mart Contest

Starting Friday
CLOSED
OR THE SEASON

To enter use a wallet size portrait from this promotion. Two win, ners receive $50 Cash Each.
'Ask Photographer For Details
Limit one special package per subject Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising package

Shooting Days/Dates:
$ Days Only
—•
Muni.. Soo. thru Mon.. 5opt. 411:
•

a.m.-6 p.m. Thurs.: 10 om.-0
lirl.•Sot.: 12:30-3 p.m. Soo; 10 okno:-• p.m. Mon.

Hwy. 641 North
Highway 121 South

Mr. and Allr,s Grcg lam)

••• I "II •111•S •••••1 I'M •••• II

•
l,dS 1,0

•

I

V•

stores, hardware stores,
drug stores, convenient
stores or supermarkets.
Limited positions are
available for Job Training Partnership Act
participants.
A night class will be
available starting Sept.
16 and ending Nov. 21.
The class will meet
from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mondays and Thursdays.
State approved teachers
wIl instruct these
classes.

_

.1.0111•••

Anyone interested in
attending the Retail
Sales Training Classes
should contact Murray
Vocational School at
753-1870. All inquiries
should be made by Sept.
6.
These classe's will be
limited to 15 participants in each class.
The placement rate in
this program is virtually 90 per cent or more in
the average class.

$1500
Car Sale
All Local Cars-Select Your
Choice for only $1500"
1979 Dodge Omni, 4 door
1978 Datsun 510 Station Wagon
1978 Datsun 510 Sport Coupe
1978 Toyota Corolla SR5 Liftback
1978 Mercury Grand Marquis, 4 door
1975 Lincoln Town Car, 4 door
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 4 door
1973 VW Campmejpile
1978 Datsun Pick al,
At Other Prices
other
previously owned local
55
cars on lot with actual miles. Including some TOYOTAS'83,'84,

the Cincinnati Yoga ners to achieve the corTeachers Association's rect posture.
Also she attended a
Day of Yoga. This was
an all-day event during weekend workshop led
which participants by Erich Schiffman of
could sample classes by Santa Rose, Calif., for
different local yoga the Nashville Yoga '
5ociety at DuBose Conteachers.
Ms. Clark took an ference Center.
lyengar yoga class. a .Monteagle, Tenn.
In July and August
"Yoga a la Raquel"
class and an advanced while on vacation she
inversion class. A lun- took a private lesson at
cheon featured Cincin- the White Lotus Yoga
nati yoga teacher, Lilies Center,.Santa Barbara,
Calif.
Folan.
In Boston. Mass., she
This year Ms. Clark
also took two attended a week's class
Therapeutic Yoga led by Kofi Busia, a
classes from Mary senior lyengar yoga
Schatz, M.C., Nashville. teacher who heads a
These classes focused yoga school in Oxford,
on hip, knee, foot align- England.
Ms. Clark teaches
ment. standing poses.
using props and part- yoga classes in Murray.

Carriers
Needed
Apply in person.
See

& '85 models.
Buy.now and save

Hatcher
Toyota•lincoln Mercury
515 South 12th St.
•
753-4961
Murray

-••rouromull1141111111111111111.
11111.".5d114r

•

David Stom
3001 Whitnell Dr.
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A reception .followed
at the Holiday Inn,
Henderson.
Serving were Debbie.
McKinney..,pam Jennings and Kathy Haire.
The couple left later
for a wedding trip to
Florida. They now are
r esi ding ifl Mu r freesboro. Tenn.
The groom's father,
Lowell Latto of Murray,
was host for the rehearSal dinner held at Benningan's- at Henderson.

Classes will be at vocational school

Marta Clark of
Calloway County has
studied yoga this year in
Cincinnati, Ohio,

13 Color Portraits

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Miss Nada Sayle and
Greg Latto were married Saturday. Aug. 10,
at Immanuel Baptist
Temple, Henderson.
The bride is the
daughter of Kenneth
Sayle and Mrs. Martha
Grant of Henderson.
The groom is the son
of Lowell Latto of Murray and Mrs. Dee Latto
of Panama City Beach,
Fla.
The Rev. Lyman
Smith Allen and the
Rev. Ken Foster officiated at the ceremony
said at 2 p.m.
Music was presented
by Jeda Davis and Jica
Crafton.
The bride wore a wedding dress designed
with a bateau neckline,
basque waist and a circular skirt with chapel
length train.
The fitted bodice consisted of an overlay of
sakin glass Chantilly
lace, accented with seed
pearls and sequins. The
skirt which consisted of
bridal satin was edged
in Schiffli lace.
The two-tiered fingertip veil which consisted
of silk flowers and pearl
sprays had scalloped
edges trimmed with
seed pearls.
Her bridal bouquet
was of peach and white
roses, peach tiger lilies,
white baby's breath, ivy
and eucalptus with
peach and white
streamers.
Miss Andrea Sayle,
sister of the bride, was
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss
Teresa Sayle, also a
sister of the bride, Ms.
Ashley McCormic and
Ms. Teresa Reilly.
They wore peach taffeta tea-length gowns.
Each carried an armspray consisting of
peach and white roses,
peach tiger lilies, white
baby's breath and
eucalyptus with peach
streamers.
Katie Luckett, niece

Marta Clark attends several classes

ess

V. 11._113

Merl Solis so. Lillis • *I 'I
,

CHERI 3
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EDDIE MURPHY
1.31EVERWHILLS

Mirrray Ledger ik Times

cditor

Sayle and Latto vows solemnized

Garden Departfflent plans meeting
The Garden Department will open the new
club year -with a
meeting at 1 p.m. on
Thursday, Sept. 5, at the
club house.
Myrtle Douglas will
be the chairman of the
program.which will be a
'Horticulture Show- for
the department
members only. This will
include flowers, each
specimen in a Coke bottle; vegetables in a
paper plate,
houseplants grown by
exhibitor.
Hostesses will be the
new 'department officers — Janet Wallis.
chairman; Sallyanne
Sawyer. first vice chairman: Faye McConnell.
second vice chairman: •
Margaret Owens.
secretary Ann,Uddbeg,
treasurer: and
Margaret Taylor,.
chaplain..
At the last meeting of
the department, Effie
Vaughn. chairman, of
the scholarship committee, introdUced the
guests — Dr. John Griffin of the Horticulture
Department, Murray
State University, and
his student, Jim Faust,
the recipient of the $250
Hortictilture ,Scholarship by the' Garden
Department.
Faust, 21. son of Warren and Doris Faust of
McKeesbport, Pa., has
a 3.47 grade point
,average at MSU. The
Garden Department
awarded the scholarship for his,excellence in
his field.
The department
awards a scholarship
each spring to a MSU
student in agriculture or ,
hbrticulture with money
obtained through the annual luncheon and
garden party held each
March.
Sallya.nne Sawyer and
Millie Graves reported
on the departinent's.
participation in the Kentucky Garden Club Conclub was

Jo Burkren
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Coming coninionitv events are announced

and Crafts Fair will be sponsored
by the
Princeton Art Guild and will be at Big
Springs
Park from 9 a.m. to dusk on Saturday.
Sept. 7.
Thirty-two area craftspe,rsons will exhibit
a wide
variety of crafts. During the day there
will be
free puppet shows and preview perform
ances by
the Princeton Community Theatre Group
from
their coming attaction. -Barefoot in the
Park.
In case Of rain the Arts and Crafts Fair
will be
held at the Citizens Center on East Main
Street.
Princeton.

Tuesday,Sept. 3
Tuesday, Sept. 3
Wednesday,Sept.4
Thursday,Sept 5
Prepared Childbirth
Kappa Department of at 9:30 a.m.'and Story
Club will mett at 1 p.m.
Classes will start at 7 Murray
Woman's Club Hours at 10:30 a.m. and at
club house!p.m. in third floor will meet
at 6:30 pin at 3:30 p.m.
---xiassroom. Murray - club house
--Murray Women of the
Calloway County,
Ladies day golf will be Moose will
meet at 8
Hospital. For informaBaptist
-Young Women at 9 a.m.
at Murray p.m. at lodge hall.
tion call 753-5131, exit. and Baptist Women .of
Of:
Country Club
fiCers will meet at 7
144 or 753-6821.
Westside Baptist
- -- p.m.
Church will meet at 7
---Newborn admission
Dexter;
Bereave
ment
Support
AA
will
meet
at 8 p.m. 13-m.
and dismissals at
Baby Girl Kreps.
Hazel and Douglas
Groucrwill meet at 9:30
at American Legion
Murray-Calloway Coun- parents, Janet and
(' it llo- w a N• R a n
Centers will be open
a.m.
and
Diet
and
Hall,
South
--Sixth
and
ty Hospital for Friday. Robert, Pine Point
Boosters will meet al 7 Diabetes meeting will from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Maple Streets.
Aug. 30, have been Road, Paris, Tenn.
A selection of works by Murray StateiUniversiIlit in hand room oi h.. at 2 p.m. in third floor for activities by senior
•
released as follows:
Dismissals
ty students Of the spring 1985 sernege(
I
'a
Parents
noway County I 1 ig ft classroom of Murray- citizens.
r
Drawin
Anonym
g
ous
Newborn admissions
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2, 102 classes at MSU are
on exhibition in the upper
--CalIoway County
will
School
meet
from
0
to
8
Baby Girl Coles, Box 1185, Murray; Miss level of
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Price Doyle
Murray Civitan ;Club
Hospital.
p.m. For information
parents, Nyoka and Felecia Diggs, 215 Fine Arts
Center, MSU. These will be shown
will meet at 7 p.m. at
call 762-2504.
Reggie. Rt. 2,_Box 146J, Reynolds, Paris, Tenn.; through Monday
Diabetes Awareness
. Sept. 9. Admission is free.
•
First United Homeplace Family,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Lillie Mohundro,
•
•
Racer Club will meet Sessions will start at Methodist Church will Restaurant.
Baby. Girl Howard, Rt. 5, Box 1318, Murray;
6:30 p.m. in private din- resume
at
6 p.m. at Seven Seas
---Family Night
parents, Katherine and
ing room of Community dinner
Crystal Brasher, Rt.
United
Restaur
at
5:30
p.m.
ant.
Member
Ministries in
s
Thomas., Rt. 7. Box C2, 3, -Box 250, Murray;
The Murray Single Connection will meet
Hospital, Mayfield.
Higher Education
note change in day.
Mayfield;
Thursda
y,
Sept.
Miss Ruby Suffill, 1634
5. at 7 p.m. in third floor
Board Meeting will be at,
---Baby Boy. Smith, West Olive St., Murray; classroom, Education Building, First United
• Wednesday,Sept. 4
1:30 p.m
Open Water Scuba
at First
Thursday. Sept.5
parents, Cyndi and Ken- Mrs. Edna Gowans,1702 Methodist Church. -Personal Awareness-"will
Cordelia Erwin Circle
Diving Course will start
Presbyt
erian
Church.
•
Health
Expres
s of
neth, 402 South Eighth Olive St., Murray;
be the subject for discussion. This is open to all
at 6 p.m. in Room 105, of South Pleasant Grove Murray--Calloway
---interest
Bt., Murray.
ed
single
persons:
Mrs. Eva Mae
Carr Health Building. United Methodist ty Hospital will be Pilot
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The 10th Annual Black Patch Arts and Crafts
Fair is being held this...week, Sept. 1 to 7, during
the 1985 Black Patch Tobacco Festival, sponsored by Optimist Club at Princeton. The Arts

Dismissals are listed

Works now on display

Singles plan discussion

Tennis play Thursday

Pau! McGee attends
training at Maxwell

1

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$

49

The Showcase

member of the Georgia
Wing Headquarters
staff.
Civil Air Patrol has
66,000 volunteer
mechanics curriculum members and controls
used in Kentucky and over 10,000 private airseveral surrounding craft, thus, leadership
and management trainstates.
The State Office of ing is an important reVocational Education quirement for all CAP
has entered into a con- members.
The NCS curriculum
sortium with several
other southeastern offered a wide range of
states in an agreement Instruction to develop
to develop a competen- leadership and sound
cy test item bank.
A New Deal In
Students will be given
the competency tests at
the end of their vocational training.
Rowlett now will be
developing the test
items that will be used
-Workin the test bank for the
Old or New,
Auto Mechanics tests.
Color or B&W
Several other occupational training areas in
LOW PRICES
the state such as air conTO AMAZE
ditioning and heating,
plumbing and auto body
YOU
repair are also develop(
24
ing and will use the test
item bank. The tests are
scheduled to be ready
for implementation at
the end of the 1985-86
102 N. 5th St.
school year.

-Donal Rowlett attends
auto mechanics course
Donal Rowlett, auto
mechanics teacher at
the Murray Area Vocational EdOcation
Center, recently returned from a Curriculum

Workshop held in
Frankfort.
Rowlett has been one
of two auto mechanics
teachers in Kentucky
who have been revising
and Updating the auto

771,71,-krzir

The Tropics

For Men & Women

1415 Olive St., Murray

'LAST 10 DAYS
TO SAVE 50%!!!
Offer expires Sept. 10th, 1985

JOIN NOW FOR '149
NAUTILUS
MACHINES

•MULTI-GYM
*FREE
WEIGHTS

*BIKES

753-8477

753-0035

AEROBIC 8( FITNESS CENTER

PHOTO
COPY

Donal Rowlett

PHOTOGRAPHY

Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You cast I cot this well at home for this price.
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(with coupon)
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End of Summer Special!
20% Discount

I

Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Our membership is almost full! Don't be left out! Join now and
SAVE $/5a only $144fqr 12.months of the best exercise
in your life.
Expert
Supervision

•
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SPORTS

Wintry Ledger & Times

NFL teams
announce
final cuts

Perkins, Tide overcome losing
by downing Georgia Dawgs'
4

The Associated Press
• ATHENS, Ga.( AP —
Victories have begn
hard to come by vat
Alabama since Ray
Perkins succeeded Bear
Bryant, but the Crimson
Tide may have finally
turned the corner.
"We may never lose,"
Perkins said Monday
night following a
dramatic 20-10 openinggame victory over
Georgia, a contest
which _Ala-barna
dominated only to fall
behind 16-13 on a stunning blocked punt with
just 50 seconds left.
But Mike Shula completed four consecutive
passes for 71 yards, the
last one a game-winning
17-yard touchdown pass

to Albert Bell with 15
seconds left to play.
"That was just what
the doctor ordered for.
ourfootball team,"
Perkins said.
Perkins shook up the
Alabama faithful in 1983
by making numerous
personnel changes on
the coaching staff and in
the athletic department.
But his inaugural 8-4
record was the same as
Bryant's finale and the
critics bided their time.
They came out in
force, however, last
season when Alabama
had its first losing
record 15-6 i in 27 years.
You . could almost
sense the detractors getting _ ready to pounce
again when Georgia's
Terrie Webster blocked

The Associated Press
Eight teams chose to
cut experienced backup
quarterbacks Monday
in order to r,each the National Football League's
new,lower,final 45-man
roster limit.
The Seattle Seahawks
cut an original member
of their team, Jim Zorn.
The left-hander, *in 100
games with Seattle,
threw for 20,122 yards
and 107 TDs. Zorn, 32
years old, has a contract
that calls for a $450,000
salary this year.
Other veteran
quarterbacks cut were
Jack Thompson, by
Tampa Bay; Bob
Avellini, by the New
York Jets; Bob Holly,
by Atlanta; Mike
Moroski, by San Francisco; Joe Pisarcik, by
Miami; John
Witkowski,. by Detroit;
and Babe Laufenberg,
by Washington.

a punt by Chris Mohr and the ball at its own
from the Alabama 33 29. Georgia drew a
and Calvin Ruff -15-yard penalty when
recovered it in the end many of. the Bulldogs
zone for the touchdown raced onto the field to
that gave Georgia its on- mob Ruff after his
ly lead of the nationally touchdown recovery
televised Southeastern and had to kiek off from
Conference game.
its 25 instead of the 40.
'We' may. have
"It was a pretty tOugh - celebrated too • early."
situation." Perkins Coach Vince Dooley
said. "Some people said. "Our defense may
might say, `Oh,. my have run out of gas
gosh, there's only .50 because we just couldn't
seconds left.' But one of get any pressure on
the things we wanted to Shula in that last
do as a team was hang series."
together. As long as you
Shula, who finished
hang together, you can with nine completions in
pull it out. I knew we 13 attempts for 136
had time."
yards, said he didn't
What Alabama didn't have any butterflies, adhave was any timeouts. ding: "It's too tough to
What it had was Shula's get nervous when you're
coolness in the clutch concentrating so hard."

KC Royals back on track after slump
"This kind of game is
By BEN WALKER
the kind we have to
AP Sports Writer
• The • Kansas City win.'' Kansas City
Royals, slightly wobbly 'Manager Dick Howser
after getting swept in said.
Texas during the
The triumph came
weekend, went back to after Kansas City had
basics.
suffered three straight
_They used good hit- tosses to..the.
ting,. good pitching and Rangers and missed a
good fielding Monday chance to move up on
night to beat the the Angels.
Chicago White Sox 3-2.
George Brett and Hal
The victory got the McRae sparked the host
Royals back on track Royals with solo home
and kept them 212 runs while Mark Gubicgames behind first- za allowed four hits over
place California in the 7 2-3 innings. Dan
American League West. Quisenberrv got the

California past Detroit.
Darrell Evans hit his
30th home run for
Detroit. Evans became
only the seventh player
in major-league history
to hit 30 or more home
runs for three different
teams: Evans, vvtio hit
41 homers with Atlanta
in 1973 and 30 for San
Francisco in 1983,joined
Dick Allen. Bobby
Angels 11. Tigers 1
Bonds, Rocky Colavito,
George Hendrick's Reggie Jackson, Dave
three-run homer capped Kingman and Frank
a nine-run fourth inning, Robinson.
and Bobby Grich hit a
solo homer to spark
Blue Jays 3,Indians 2
Lloyd Moseby singled
home the go-ahead run
in the seventh Vining.
leading Toronto past
pesky Cleveland;
Basements• Block Buildings • Cellars • Watertanks
The vietory kept the
Fish Ball Tanks • Pools • Fountains • Etc.
AL East-leading Blue
Jays four games ahead
of New York.
Yankees 8, Mariners '7
Dave Winfield drove
in four runs, three with
a homer, as New York
raced to a 7-0 lead and
then hung on to beat
Easy to Apply • "Inside' • "Outside"
Seattle.
New Construction • Old Existing Problems
Dave Righetti, the
Yankees'fourth pitcher,
got his 24th save. He
Murray Lumber Company
gave up an RBI single to
Black's Decorating Center
Bob Kearney In the
104 Maple Street
701 South 4th Street
ninth before striking out
Jack Perconte to end
the game.
final —four outs or his
31st save.
In other -AL games,
California ripped
Detroit 11-1, Toronto
slipped past Cleveland
3-2. New. York held off
Seattle 8-7. Baltimore
'bopped Oakland 12-4,
Bo6tootislammed Texas
11.2 and Minnesota beat
Milwaukee 6-1.

WATERPROOFING MATERIAL

— Stops Seepage —
Now Available at:

G.M. Factory Executive Cars
at 7.7%

We have just received a shipment of factory exec. cars.
These Cars will have extended warranty's On qualifying
85's. The 84's will have warranty's available they will have blue factors- executive stickers on the windshield to help vou
identify them.
Savings on th -5-'s will NAT to S4.000.00. The'84 s even
greater.
_
\lost of the 8s have

7.7%.,A.P.R. Financing Available
With the lowest financing -rate in over 15 years.and the
thousand of savings on'the cars: NOW.is the TINIF, to purchase while they last.

Purdom Motors Inc.

FIN AL
T — Murray State tight end Keith Lester, picked in the sixth
round of the National Football League player draft, was waived by the ('in•
cinnati Bengals on NIonday. All NFL teams made their final reductions to
reach the league's 45-player limit for the season. At one point during the
preseason Lester, pictured here with Mtil' coach Frank Reamer (right)..was
listed as the No.,3 tight- end op the Rengals• roster.

Nationa/

Lea,i.fue /Thai cuts

Holiday Sports Transactions
ATLANTA F-.ALCONS— Waived Bob Holly. quarter
back Emile Harry. wide
,receiver. Wendell Cason.
defensive back and Sylvester Stamps, running bark
Placed Joe Pellegrim center-guard on injured
reserve
_
tit'FFAIAi BILLS—Waived Tom Mullady tight
end
Placed Ho Harris and James Seawright.
linebackers. on injured reserved
CHICAGO BEARS—Waived Bob Thomas
placekicker. Jim Morrisey. linebacker Anthony litiU
chison. running back. and Henry Wachter. defensive
tackle
CINCINNATI RENGAI...S—Kaived Steve Maidlow.
linebacker. l'ete Koch. defensive end. Lee Davis and
Sean :Thomas t.trnertiacks. and Keith Lester. tight
end
CLEVELAND.BROWNS— Waived Mike Pruitt. run
lung back. Dwight Walker. wide receiver, Aaron
Brown. linebacker. D
Haggard. defensive back.
and Scott I3olzan. offensive lineman
I lALI diS COWBOYS—Waived Ron Springs. running
hack Iluriel Harris. Gide receiver, Scott Strasburger.
linebacker. and Carl Howard and Ricky Easmon. cur
nerbacks Activated, then released. Ron Jenkins. wide
receiver
DENVER BRONCOS
Scott Stankavage.
quarterback. Jives Revlon'. offensive tackle, Darren
Comeaux linebIcker Roger Jackson. defensive back.
and Chris Brewer. running back
DETROIT LIONS—Waived Ken Jenkins. halfback.
John Witkowski. quarterback. and Larry Lee. guard.
Placed William Frizzed safety. and James Johnson.
linebacker, on injured reserve.
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Waived Ray Crouse. running back. Eric Wilson linebacker. and Ken Stills.
defensive back Signed Buford Jordan. running back
HOUSTON OILERS—Placed Dwayits Crutchfield.
running back. and Steve Bryant. wide receiver, on injured reserve Waived Todd Seabaugh. linebacker.
and Jerome Foster defensive end
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS—Waived Tracy Porter and
Waddell Smith, wide receivers. Steve Hathaway,
linebacker, Ricky Smith, defensive back, 'Dallas
Cameron. nose tackle. and Ellis Gardnerioffensive
lineman Placed Mark Kirchner, offensive tackle, on
injured reserve
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Waived Ken Kremer.
nose tackle. Sandy Osiecki. quarterback. Scott Auer.
ffensive lineman. and Chris Smith. fullback
LOS ANGELES RAIDERS—Traded Ted Watts.
defensive back, to the New York Giants in exchange
for an undisclosed draft choice. Placed S. tefon Adams.
defensive back, on injured reserve Waived Dan
Reeder running back, Dwight Wheeler, offensive
lineman. and Gordon Jones, wide receiver
MIAMI DOLPHINS—Signed Jim Jensen, quarterback Placed Joe Pisarcik. quarterback_ on the
WaTt'ed.injured-list Via
-Wed John Vliesley. light incl.
Vince Heflin wine receiver. Eddie Hill. running back.
anct*Torn Taylor.-offensive lineman
•

MINNESOTA VIKINGS—Cut Fred McNeill and
Dennis Foalkes. linebackers. Charlie Johnson, nose
tackle. Tommy Hannon. safety. Rickey Young. running back. John Swain, cornerback. and Bob Bruer,
tight end Re-signed Carl Lee. cornerback
NEW ENGLAND PATI1 IOTS—ih'aivFd Audrey
McMillian. safety, and Clarence Weathers, wide
receiver Placed Lester Williams_ nose tackle. Ernest
Gibson, cornerback. and Bo Robinson. tight end, on in•
jured reserve
- NEW YORK GIANTS—Waived Joe McLaughlin.
linebacker. Larry Flowers. safety. and Frank Wright.
defensive tackle. Placed Zeke Mowall, tight end, Lee
Rouson,running back. and Damien Johnson, offensive
tackle. on Injured reserve
NEW YORK JETS—Waived Bob -Avellmi. quarterback. Jim Eliopulos linebacker. Greg Gunther.
center. Mark Shumate, defensive tackle. and Rich
Miano. safety.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Waived Tron Arm•
strong, Tony Woodruff. Rodney Goosby and Herbert
Harris wide receivers. Jeff Christensen. quarter.
has k. Jon Kimmel, linebacker. Steve Rogers. tackle.
and Lawrence Sampleton, tight end.
l'ITTSER'RGH STEELERS—Traded Jim Smith,
aide receiver. to the Los Angeles Raiders in exchange
for an undisclosed draft choice.
ST 1.01.'IS CARDINALS—Signed Luis Sharpe. of.
fensive tackle, to a four.year contract Waived Lee
Nelson. safety. -Ramsey Dardar, defensive tackle.
John Goode. light end. James West. linebacker. and
Ricky Anderson, placekicker
SAN FRANCISCO 49ers — Waived Dan Bunz and Jeff
Metter. linebackers. Tim Collier. cornerback. and
Mike Moroski. quarterback Placed Allan Kennedy.
running back. and Tom Flolmoe, defensive back,on injured reserve
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Traded Earnest
Jackson running back, to the Phdadelphia Eagles for
an undisclosed number of draft chiSices. Traded Bobby
I hickworth, wide receiver. to the Los Angeles Rams in
exchange for Gary Kowalski. offensive tackle, and an
undisclosed 1986 draft choice. Waived Bruce
Mathison, quarterback. and Ken Dallafior, offensive
lineman Placed Shane Nelson. linebacker, and Bill
Searcey, offensive lineman, on injured reserve
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS—Waived Jim Zorn.,
quarterback. Chuck Butler. linebacker. Jimmy Colquilt. punter. Dino. Mangier°, nose tackle. and Paul
Skansi, wide receiver
TAMFA HAY BUCCANEERS—Waived Jack
Thompson. quarterback. Beasley Reece. safety. Jay
Carroll. tight end, Bob Nelson, nose tackle. and
George Peoples, running back.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Traded Tory Nixon.
cornerback, to the San Francisco 49ers in exchange
for an undisclosed draft choice Traded Larry Rubin.
linebacker, to the Buffalo Bills for an undisclosed.
draft choice Waived Babe Laufenberg, quarterback.
Michael Morton. running back, and Joe Phillips. wide
re, river

Byron's Safe-T.
Discount Pharmacy
IS OPEN!
*We can handle

your new or refilled prescriptions.
*We will honor or beat any advertised prices and
coupons for transferred prescriptions.
We appreciate your business in the past and will
greatly appreciate all new business:
.
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Other veterans .who
did not survive their
teams' final cuts
ed place-kicker Bob
........._.......
Thomas of Chicago, running back Ron Springs
and wide receiver
Duriel Harris of Dallas,
safety Beasley Reece of
Tampa Bay. linebacker
Fred McNeill and nose
tackle Charles Johnson
of Minnesota, linebackr
Dan Bunz of San Franciwo, running back
Mike Pruitt of
Cleveland, wide
receiver Clarence
Weathers of New
England, and nose
tackle, Ken Kremer of
the Kansas City Chiefs.

Golf entries
accepted at
Miller Course
Entries are being accepted for the men's invitational golf tournament at the Miller
Memorial Course, Sept.
14-15.
The 36-hole tourney
will cost $35 per player
and will be pre-flighted
according to Minimax.
Any player without a
minimax handicap will
need an official handicap verification from
their home course.
Preferred starting
times will be offered
and only the top eight
golfers will be re-paired
on Sunday.
Entry deadline is Sunday, Sept. 8, and entries
can be, made by calling
the pro shop at 762-2238.

Garlits sets
speed record
INDIANAPOLIS
(A11) — Don`Garlits set
an rndianapolis
Raceway Park speed
record of 283.00 miles
per hour on the way- to
his seventh U.S. National drag racing title
Monday.
The 53-year -old
veteran from Ocala,
Fla., beat 23-year-old
Darrell Gwynn of
Miami for the Top Fuel
championship, worth
$40,000.
Garlits also set a new
single-season record for
victories in the
unlimited class by winning for the fifth time in
the 1985 National Hot
Rod Association season.

Ne‘s man wins
(;T-1 feature
-LIME ROCK, corm.
(AP). — Paul Newman.
with a dramatic charge
from the back of 'lie
fm4ck, won the GT-1
category feature rate
Monday at Lime Rockla
the Labor Day SCCA
National'.
Newman, who 'was
unable toctuality his
Saturday due to a Rrior
commitment, had to let
his rain-slowed Friday
time stand, putting him
a lowly 24th on the grid.
4stagisork-Knas.mo
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Drug tests finally lead to suspension of 40 pro boxers
By El)SCH '1'LEIt J R.
AP Sports Writer
The announced suspension of 40 pro boxers
who failed post-fight drug tests in New Jersey is
an indication of the state of boxing.
It shows that in this age of drugs, vigilance
must be maintained and action taken. The action
is a positive step. But it also shows that when
boxing authoritles act in this age of computers.
they often act with Stone Age speed.
Many of the fighters suspended, effective Aug.
26, failed post-fight urine tests several months
ago.
One of them, Hector "Macho" Camcho. fought
a 12-round bout in New York and won the World
Boxing Council lightweight championship at Las
Vegas since he last "fought in New Jersey. at
Atlantic City Jan. 21.

The suspensions were not made public, but
State Athletic Commission, said urinalysis %.%ill
Bob Lee, acting chairman of the New Jersey
detect marijultna if it has been used a week to 10
State Athletic Commission, who is facing a
days previously. Cocaine_ takes three to four
suspension of his own, confirmed Camacho was
weeks to leave the system.
one of those suspended for 90 days.
Benton's suspension likely will keep him from •
Camacho's: suspension was because the test
challenging iAlfonso. Ratliff for the WBC
revealed he had used mariiiiana, Lee said. The
crusierweight title Sept. 21 at Las Vegas. Nev.
commissioner said that- 36 of the suspensions
Camacho will not be affected because he won't
were because of marijuana use, with two for cobeing fighting within the suspension period
deine and one for cocaine. Four of the boxers
'Lee said the post-fight testing for . drugs
were suspended indefinitely because they failed
became effective in New Jersey in Januarylbut
drug tests more than once.
'we did not have the mechanism ir the stall to
Bernard Benton, a cruiserweight, reportedly
have the urine analyzed quickly A tremendous
was suspended for failing a test after a Feb. 5
backlog built up.
fight at Atlantic City. But he fought again March
"Once the testing becomes current. suspen27 at Atlantic City. His postive test in February
sions should be announced in a matter of days."
reportedly revealed marijuana.
Lee said.
Dr Edwin Campbell, chief of the New York
Perhaps een better would
pre-fir•ht testing
•

tor
states where boxing is held. Such a testing
program is in effect in New York.
Another worrisome point about the New
Jersey suspensions was that they were announced in ietters to the fighters and their managers
,
to other commissions and to promoters licensed
in New Jersey. but not tr, the news media.
-- Notifying the media is riot part of our policy.
which 1S to keep things 1 onfidenTial" Lee said
The commission. however, is a litensing
agency apparently responsible to the
paying public..
-In really like an open haring,'
said Lee.
who plans to appeal a six-month
suspension and
$.1;n4I fine. eftective Oct. 1,
given him by the State
Ethical Standard Commission fo-i-fellegedM
accepting
trofrl boxing Kin-rioters
Lee said le• '0.0111f1 appeal.

Baseball drug trial

September

Major league players expected to testify soon
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH t AI' - Major league baseball
players. including some involved in pennant
races, are expected to testify under oath about
cocaine use in and around major-league- locker
rooms- during the trial of a•for-m-er Philadelphia
Phillies clubhouse caterer named in 16 drugdistribution charges.
Jury selection was to begin today in the trial of
Curtis- •Strong, 38, known as -Chef Curt" and
described by his lawyer as a man who valued his
friendships with well-kncowhpiqye.r_s...Strpngwa,s...
-one of seven Pennsylvania men indicted - MaN• 31

following a grand jury investigation of cocaine
trafficking involving players.
Federal sources, speaking only on the condition they not be named, said an undisclosed
number of players were asked by the grand jury
from whom they purchased cocaine. the - dates
and approximate times of the deals and the
location.
players reportedly Made frequent cocaine
transactions in and around Three Rivers
Stadium and at least three Pittsburgharea bars
known to be frequented by l'irate players and

r.Natiunal..Leaguers...

-.•

The indictment against Strong adeged the bulk

National League

Hernandez return brings back Mets
The Associated Press
After a half-day. off,
Keith Hernandez is back
in form, and it's no coincidence that the New
York Mets are, too.
-When yolk''numberthree hitter hits, you
usually win. When he
doesn't, it's tough to
win." observed Mets
Manager Dave Johnson
Monday after _Hernandez hit and the New
York Mets, won, 1-4,
over the San Diego.
Padres.
Hernandez was 5-for-5
with a two-run homer,
Ray Knight had a three.
run homer and four
RBIs, and the Mets had
18 hits. Darryl
Strawberry drove in
three runs.
The Mets now trail St.
Louis by only a game in
the NL East. The Cardinals lost 4-1 to Cincinnati Monday night.
Even with the Cardinals missing first
baseman Jack Clark,
the Mets have had trouhle gaining ground qf
late. St. Louis lost three'
of four over the
weekend, but the Mets
suffered a 1-4 slump of
their own.
Though the Mets
40weren't missing Hernandez,, they had been
--missing his -bat. -Hernandez had only two
RBIs in 19 games. Until
Sunday. Hernandez
started that game on the
bench, pinch hit in( the
ninth and hit a gamewinning homer, and
hasn't made an out
since.
Elsewhere in the NI,.
Los Angeles edged Montreal 5-4 in 11 innings,
Philadelphia beat San
Francisco 4-3 in 10,
Houston defeated

Chicago 7-2, and Pittsburgh downed Atlanta
5-4.
Reds 4,Cardinals
Dave Parker hit his
24th homer, a two-run
Wow in the sixth inning
that gave Cincinnati a
3-0 lead, then doubled
and scored on Buddy
Bell's double in the
eighth

record of 4.191. He walked ahead of Parker's
homer.
"I couldn't get six hits
tonight anyway, so I
didn't worry about it,"
Rose said.
Joaquin Andujar. 20-8,
suffered the Cardinals'
fourth loss in five games
and is 3-4 over his last
eight starts.

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to
fittelp pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Malta League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
Pct
L
GB
Toronto
XI: 49
6:2fi New York
77 52
4
597
Detroit
70 60 .536 11 it
Baltimore
68 60
531 124
Boston
62 66
477 19%
Milwaukee
461 2P59 69
Cleveland
359 35
47 84
West Division
California
56574 57
Kansas City
547
70 58
2Lii
Oakland
67 64
7
.511
Chicago
64 65
496 9
Seattle
458 14
60 71
Minnesota
59 70
457 14
Texas
377 244
' 49 61
Monday's Games .
New York 8. Seattle 7
California II. Detrtitt 1
Toronto 3. Cleveland 2
Baltimore 12. Oakland 1
Boston 11. Texas 2
Kansas City 3, Chicago 2
Minnesota 6. Milwaukee 1
Tuesday's Games
California ( McCaskill 9-91 at Detroit I Petry 13.11
ni
Oakland (Rijo 2-1 I at Baltimore iBoddicker 32-13'.
ni
Seattle Swift 4.8,51 New York iNiekro 13-91. in)
Boston (Hurst 9-101 at Texas ( Hough 14-121. In
Chicago (Seaver 12-9 at Kansas City ISaberhagen
16-51. (n)
Milwaukee iVuckovich 6 10i at Minnesota iSchrom
8.121.10i

Becker upset
by Nystrom
in U.S. Oven

I ,os Angeles
Cincinnati _
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
78 50
.78 52
59
63 66
63 66
41 87
West Division
75 53
69

:1

Pct

GB

609
600
546 s
489 154
46,1 151-1
320 37
586
535

64

San Diego
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

69
Cl
55
51

61
68
71
78

531
7
473 14,
,
426 20',
.395 '24 L.,

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 5. Atlanta 4
Houston 7. Chicago 2
Philadelphia 1. San Francisco 3. 10 innings
Cincinnati 4. St Louis 1
Los Angeles 5, Montreal 4. 11 innings
New York 12. San Diego 4
Tuesday's Games
Houston I Heathcock 1-1 at Chicago .1Trout 8-41
Philadelphia 'Hudson 7-11 al San Francisco I Ham
maker4-101
Atlanta (Johnson 2-01 at Pittsburgh 'DeLeon 2-151.
In'
Cincinnati I Tibbs 7.151 at St Louis Forsch 6-51. in
New York lAguilera 6-51 at San Diego i Dravecky
11-81. In.
Montreal (Smith 15-41 at Los Angeles I Hershiner
13.31.

llinor League
14 Baseball
American Association
Final Standings
EASTERN DIVISION
W
L
x -Louisville Cards!
61.
74
Nashville i Tigers
71
70
Buffalo Chisox
66
76
Indianapolis i Exps
61
s1
WESTERN DIVISION
x-osL, CtytRngrsl
79
63
Denver itteds
415
77
Omaha Royals
73 69
Iowa I Cubs
75
65
s•clinched division title
Monday's Games
Omaha 5. Oklahoma City 2. 12 innings
Iowa 5. Denver I
Buffalo 5. Nashville 2.
Louisville 8 Indianapolis 7. 13 innings
End Regular Season
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NFL Exhibition Final Standings
National Football League
Final 1985 Pre-Season Glance
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
N Y Giants
Dallas
...
East
Viarhutglon
W L T Pct
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PF
Indianapolis
Philadelphia
2 .2
O. .500 67
71
‘liami
St 1.0111.,
500 70 69
2 2 0
New England.3.-0.. 250-.100.. .96.
N Y Jets
3 0
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1
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0 3
1
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ilajor Lea,L,r1le Baseball titandings

St Louis
New York
Montreal
Chicago
I'hiladelphia
l'Ittsburgh

NEW YORK (AP
Sweden's Joakim
Nystrom upset
Wimbledon champion
Boris Becker Monday to
advance to the quarterfinals of the U.S. Open
Tennis Championships
and prevent the anticipated meeting between Becker- and topseeded John McEnroe.
Ifl tite women's
singles, each of the first
eight seeds advanced Into the,. quarterfinals except No. 8 Mtanuela
Maleeva • of Bulgaria.
who• was eliinatated
straight sets by No. 11
Steffi . Graf -of----West
Germany.
•

"Thefe may be a few
guys who get more MVP
consideration than Dave
Parker, but nobody's
been doing it -as consistently as he has for
.us," said Parker's
manager, Pete Rose.
Rose was hitless in
three official trips and is
still five hits short of Ty
Cobb's major-league

of his cocaine sales were made while the Pirates
were at home paying the Phillies, San Francisco
Giants. Montreal Expos. St. Louis Cardinals and
Houston Astros.
Prosecutors have only named one player Pittsburgh Pirates pitcher R
Rod Scurry - as he
ing involved in the cases against the seven rn..!,
three of whom already have pleaded guilty.
Several of baseball's best-known players may
be called away froth their teams this week to
give testimony. according to court papers filed
by U.S. Attorney .1. Alan .1ohnson last Friday
before_ U.S. District Judge Gustave Iriamond. Johnson. who will prosecute the case along
with assistant U.S. Attorney James J. Ross. said
nine current players and'one former player may
be called to testify. .All received immunity from.
prosecution in return for the testimony before a
federal grand jury'.
Included on the list were l)tive Parker of the
Cincinnati Reds. .Keilh .Fiernandez. of tile New.
York Mets. Dale Berra of the New York
- Yankees. Al Holtand o the-C.elifornia Angels.
Scurry, Lee Lacy of the Baltimore Orioles„1eff Leonard of the San Francisco Giants. Enos
Cabell of the Los Angeles Dodgers, Lonnie Smith •
of the Kansas City Royals and former Pirate outfielder John Milner, who is retired.
.Parker, Berra and Lacy are former Pirates.
Holland pitched for the Pirates this season, but
testified before joining the team. ,
Jury selection could be lengthy because of the
heavy publicity the case has received. Player
testimony won't be heard until at least
Wednesday.
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Country's largest, oldest existing craft school affects students lives

.
•

It) BARBARA MAVEN
e.%*...features
,1011
Ellenbogen was
an engineer specializing
missiles and teaching
it
the l'inversity of
'ilerto Rico I
years
aLt-o when he went to
eh land School of
Crafts in North Carolina
to take a potters' class
Vi hen the class con, lutied he went back to
'uerto Rico, resigned
trom his job. sold his
piissessiOris and returned to Penland. He has
/wen there ever since,
nust as a student, then
is a resident potter and
:inally established in his
n pottery less than a
mile from the school's
:4rounds.
ThOugh Unusual his
'I,, I Iv

change of pace is not all
that remarkable at
Penland
The craft
school in North
Carolina's Blue Ridge
Mountains, about 50
miles north of Asheville,
has affected others in
similar ways.
.
'Penland was founded
in. 1938 by Lucy Morgan,
whose vision was to
reintroduce traditional
craft skills as a means
of improving the lives of
the improverished folk
who lived nearby.
Over the years,- the
school, said to be the
largest and oldest existing craft school in the
country, has changed its
focus. But the basic goal
of enriching the whole
life of students who

come for short crafts
courses in the spring.
summer and fall has not
changed.'-according to
Paulus Berensohn, program director.
Berensohn, like Ellenbogen, felt the pull of the
place. He was a potter
and teacher at Swarthmore College when he
arrived 17 years ago. He
returned again and
again, eventually settling there fulltime in a
freeform job which
enables him to read
poetry. gather students
together for informal
discussions, and
organize special programs, such as a threeday forum which was
-held at the school in
AUgUst.

"Lucy Morgan founded Penland to save
weaving. Bill Brown,
the second director who
was here 23 years,
brought contemporary
crafts into the school's
curriculum,- according
to Berensohn.
Now Verne Stanford,
who became director in
1984, is enwhasizing the
creation of "a supportive non-threatening environment where people
can come to take risks
and go qut on a limb,"
using the crafts as a
vehicle to free their
creativity. For Stanford, a potter, printmaker and glass blower
who has also founded
and administered art
programs, "Penland is
a business whose product is excited people."
This summer's forum
was typical of the type
of event which he
believes can give
something to the world
at large. The symposium combined invited guests who were

In,du e•r.• Man

SEPT.
BEST
BUYS

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Blacktop driveways
always seem to be in
need of repair if one is to
judge by the number of
neighborhood houses
which are always having them patched. .
Such driveways are
especially susceptible to
restoration because
they are beset both by
the weather and the
punishment they take
from automobiles.
Weather permitting, the
driveway should be
repaired as soon as
possible because continued exposure to the
elements and car traffic
will only make it worse
and turn a minor job into a major one.
Fixing a blacktop
driveway actually consists of two operations.
One is the repair itself.
The other is sealing, a
step designed to keep
moisture from sinking
into the blacktop patch
and forcing another
repair long before it ordinarily would be due. If
the driveway problem is
only small cracks, the
sealer alone may fill
them in fairly well, but
usually both patching
and sealing are required. If'you decide to
use only a sealer, read
the directions on the
label to determine
whether mixing it with
sand will strengthen the
repair.
Before filling any hole

FACTORY
REBATE

TRASH CAN
Durcrble & resistant to sub-zero temperatures Formfitting lid locks in odors With contoured bottom grip.
SUPPLIES LAS/

39 Gallons Plastic

TRASH St LAWN BAGS

• SUPERSTRENGTH Thirty tumbo size 1
,.! bogs on on easy tear-off
• IRONroll Convenient for yard garage, home and
more Makes fast work of yard & garden clean-up.
CLAD

GARAGE SWEEP

( 8722)
'2837

Designed for easily moving heavy dirt
over rough garage floors. Tumbled wax
block withstands use indoors or out.
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Murray Supply
C
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753 3361
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20 yr. warranty
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—

Fireproof
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$397
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VISA'
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$44
88
Per Sq.
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7594026
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2' x8' s844

$3688

4'x8' $1697

Great Buy!
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that welltrained professionals often rub elbows
with complete amateurs
who may never have
worked in a medium
before. No one is judged
against any. standard
- but his own and the student auctions, which are
a feature of most sessions, include work
from everyone. Funds
raised at auction are used to replenish the
scholarship program.
according to Berensohn.
The school also offers
a place for artists to
work in studios on the
grounds. In addition to
these studios, approximately 80 to 100 Craftsmen live and work in a
25-mile radius of the

school. Though not formally affiliated with the
school, these people are
part of the larger
Penland community.
They may appear to
give or take workshops
or at evening programs.
Recently, for example,
a number of area craftsmen cooperated to
build a library on
Penland's grounds.
The school bears
testimony to the fact
that education can take
place without much in
the way of money. In its
47 years of existence,
Penland has usually had
to scramble for funds.
However, Stanford
noted that today's more
advanced technology

has made it necessary
to add to equipment and
facilities. Among
modernization efforts,
the school has recently
added 'computerized
looms, built a new kiln,
doubled the size of its
clay studio and -raised
funds to begin an ambitious book arts
program.
However, despite
these additions, the emphasis is still on the
traditional values in
which crafts are seen as
a way to a more satisfying way of life. As Jon
Ellenbogen summarized, "Now. that I make
pots. I like my life a
whole lot more than
when I made missiles."
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Repairing. ,,ealing are two
blacktop restoration tep

YOU PAY /149

• JUMBO
SIZE

artists, educators and
.philosphers with interested members of the
general public.
three days,
.discussion leaders and
audience engaged in
workshops and impromptu conversations
on the role of crafts in
today's technologically
aqvanced world. It offered attendees an opportunity to discuss and
to take back to their own
communities new ideas
of integrating creativity
and craftsmanship into
one's own life.
Besides special
events, the school offers
a variety of courses.
Summer sessions of two
or three weeks are
especially appropriate
for amateurs, while spring and fall concentrations of six to eight
weeks attract advanced
students in ceramics,
glass, metals, fiber,
photography and other
crafts.
Penland is unusual
among craft schools in

or damaged area,
remove any loose debris
from the cavity. If it is a
fairly deep hole -several inches or more
--pack some gravel and
stones into it and tamp
them down. Now put
some some cold-mix
patching compound into
the hole,' preferably
when the temperature is
at least 70 F. When the
weather is too cold, the
mix will get hard and
brittle. It's a good idea
to buy the compound a
day ahead of time, and
keep it indoors until the
next day. If it is a warm
day, fine. If it's warm
enough to work, but a bit
chilly, the mix might be
slightly hard if you
hadn't warmed it overnight.'Don't start the job
if there is likely to be
rain that day.
Now you have poured
the compound into the
hole. Stop when the patching materials is about
an inch or so from the
surrounding surface.
Again, tamp it down.
You can use almost
anything you have on
hand for the tamping,
including a 2-by-4. Pour
more mix into the hole,
this time so that it
comes to half an inch or
so above the surface.
Tamp it again. Some
persons find it easier
and better to drive a car
wheel over the patch, a
sure way to compact it,
but if you do, first
sprinkle some sand on
the repaired area. You
also will find a garden
roller very effective for
the compacting.

Once you have finish,d the driveway repairs
and are ready to do the
sealing, you might as
well expend a bit more
elbow grease and reseal
the entire driveway.
You can buy the sealer
in 5-gallon cans and use
a pushbroom to do the
spreading. Don't spread
the sealer on too much
of the driveway at one
time. Do it in sections.
That way, if you are interrupted and can't
finish at that time, there
Is no harm done.
Sealing a driveway is,
at best, a messy job. Try
not to make it worse by
getting any of the sealer
on the soles of your
shoes and then tracking
it into the house.
How long should you
wait before using your
car on the driveway? At
least a day, preferably
two and, even better,
three days. Still better,
if you don't need the car
for longer than that,
wait two days after putting on the. sealer, then
imput on a second coat and
then wait another two or
three days. --(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data
In Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $2
to this paper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)
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Convicted 'drifter' turns life around with court's help

OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP; — Johnny Green
had a run-in with the

law and ended up with a
new job.
Green is considered

one of the success
stories of a court referral program used here

by the district and
juvenile courts.
Convicted of receiving

Girl Runs Out of
Patience With Boyfriend's Runaround

(Mau

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend and I

DEAR ABBY. A close neighbor
phones, wanting to know if I'll be
- home. She wants to "drop something off." Then she comes by with
some flowers from her garden. (I
have a garden with the same flowers,
and she knows it.) Or she just made
some cookies.(lam off sweets, and I
would rather not have any around,
which she also knows because I
have told her often.) Or she has
some little trinket or doodad, or
some snapshots to show me, or a
letter she wants to read to me!
Obviously I have to invite her in to
sit for a few minutes, and maybe
offer her a cup of coffee or a cold
drink.
Naturally she sits and sits and
sits, until I am ready to scream. She
is a bore and her company is a
chore.
Is there a polite way to avoid
getting sucked into this situation?.
OFTEN STUCK

dinner. I also invited this friend's
lived together for four years and
best friend and her husband. They
planned to be married, but three
all accepted the invitation, and I
months before the wedding date, he
bought all the necessary food, wine,
asked me to postpone it "for a
etc., which came -to quite a lot of
.•
while." I didn't know how to handle
money.
that, so I just moved out. Although
I started to prepare the dinner at 9
we aren't living together anymore,
a.m. as they were expected at 5 p.m.
we're still seeing a lot of each other.
At 2 p.m. my friend called to say
He admitted to having another girlthat the other couple couldn't make
friend, but he says he still loves me.
it. I said, "I'm very sorry, but I'm
My problem: He refuses to tell his
still expecting you and your husgirlfriend about us. I asked him
band." Then she said, "No, we'll
why, and he said because she's not
take a raincheck for some other time
mature enough to handle it. He also
when my friend and her husband
said he wants to get all the running
are free."
around out of his system before he
I was hurt and very angry and
settles down. The other girl found
said, "I have never heard of such a
out about us. He told her that we
thing! What does your friends' canwere just "friends" and she had
celing have to do with you?"
nothing to worry about. Now she
She replied, "Nothing, really. I
thinks I am out of his life for good.
hate to do this to you, and if I were
I still love him, and feel guilty
in your shoes, I would kill me!"
when he comes to my bed after he's
Abby, do I have the right to be
been with her, but I can't turn away
offended? This is the tackiest thing
when he tells me he loves me and
that has ever happened to me. Your
needs me. What should I do?
DEAR OFTEN STUCK:I know comment, please.
HANGING ON of no polite way to tell a bore
SPEECHLESS
that you do not want to get_
IN SANTA ANA

DEAR HANGING:Face it, he's
lying to both of you, and he's
using you to the hilt. Kiss him
goodbye, and tell him to let you
know when he gets all the
running around out of his
system. If you're still available,
you might consider picking up
where you left off.

sucked into allowing her to "stop
by" with something in order to
spend time with you. Your best
defense would be to.tell her that
you will not be home.(Then go
somewhere if necessary.)

DEAR ABBY: I invited a friend
and her husband to my home for

DEAR SPEECHLESS: I, too,
am speechless. No rational
woman should behave in such
an outrageous manner. Do you
really need these people for
friends?
*4*

stolen property worth
less than $100, Green
was offered the chance
to work 200 hours
without pay at a nursing
home instead of going to
jail.
He was unemployed
and "like a drifter" at
the time, doing odd jobs
and depending on his
family for financial
help, so working sounded like the best deal,
Green recalled recently.
"I thought maybe I
could take_ something
bad and turn it into
something good," he
said.
•
He did. Green hit it off
so well with the Leisure
Years Nursing Home
staff that today he is a
paid employee there.
One of his supervisors, Social Services
and Activities Coordinator Susan Hamilton,

says she had "real
misgivings" at first
when she started accepting court referral
workeers at the nursing
home because it was so
difficut to find regular
volunteers to work
there.
But now she says that
whoever invented the
programs "was a
genius."
If Green hadn't been
offered court referral,
he would have been sitting in jail "twiddling
his thumbs 30 days, not
accomplishing a thing,"
Mrs. Hamilton said.
The Voluntary Action
Center started the program in 1975 with 10 par'

ty, and the jailers tell
me to do what I can;
they have no room."
The VAC does most of
the work involved in
running the program,
assigning the workers to
jobs that need to be
done, then making sure
they do it.
In most cases, jobs
aren't glamorous. Often
the person is assigned to
janitorial_wor.k.'"not so

ticipants. Now it is the
largest of its kind in the
stlate, and 800 people are
expected to pass
through the program
this year, said Executive Director Pam
Warrick.
The idea of court
referral it to reduce
overcrowding in jails
and allow offenders to
make restitution to
society in a constructive
way, Ms. Warrick said.
"We are trying to do
something that benefits
everyone."
Financed with $8,542
from the Owensboro City Commission and
$5,000 from Daviess
Fiscal Court this year,
the coult referral program is providing a fairly consistent source of
free labor — 50,000
hours' worth last year —
to 60 government, social
service or charitable
agencies, ranging from
the Owensboro Police
Department to the
Family Y.
That free labor helps
cut down on the amount
of money those agencies
seek from the city and
county, Ms. Warrick
said.
The program gets
high marks from local
judges, who decide
which offenders charged with misdemeanors
can .participate and for
how long.
District Judge Gene
Lanham said court
referral work "is a way
that these people can
pay back the communi-

WITON

much because they
came from court and
have to do it" but
because the agency
lacks the staff or
regular volunteers to do
it, Ms. Warrick said.
At least 430 persons
were killed, more than
1,000 injured, and about
10,000 left homeless in a
1968 series of earthquakes in Sicily.

•

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to wnte their pay
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
......
your carrier
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirrray Ledger & Times
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This Money Saving Coupon
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray
Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.

"all•Wila alla••• aiallaS OW a
a
a

utable COUp_012

Buy a year membership for .
.
.
$ 1 95
;.
011;
only
i
and
.
.
. receive 5 movie rentals FREE!
..

.
.

" (with coupon)
•
•

a

Expires 9 9 85
INV.

Central

Betty Hinton's

FRAMER'S GALLERY
alXIELAND COSTER

•
•
•

Red Tag Special

40%

a
ik .___<0pen 10-9 •
a
SAS
LE S RENTAL _ i
Center
753-7670 .
. IN.,' To
...******.m.....sem...•

Off All Red-Tagged
Completely Framed Pictures.

• Shopping

Kr0Qe,

1
1
o
I
I
I
a

10% OFF
Any Purchase In
Our Hobby Shop
With This Coupon

Coupon Good Thru Sept. 10

-.'''''''''',V

500 Maple
(Downtown Across from the Methodist Church)

759-4113

swab•Coupon
)

Ear Piercing Free

i

6 Different •ts
from.

I

a

of -toil

to chow.,

S4.75 to 87.50

z

3 Pair of pants hemmed-Get
the 4th pair hemmed FREE Is

205 N. 4th, Murray, 753-4110

-

•

Mon..Fri., 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

II Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

_

-

,
Maple Street 11
Tailor Shop I

,

•

r{if'11//11" WW1/

coupon Good Thru Sept. 30

HOURS
DOMINO'S
llam lam
Sun Thurs
PIZZA
11 am 2am
DELIVERS FREE. r" Sat
PHONE: (502) 753-9844
We're on ow wav ,
At Domino ,Pizza we promise
a hot, delicious cusulm-made
pure with out own special
sauce. and two kinds of 100%
teal cheese We promise free
deltwey and fast. 30 minute
service to your door All you
have to do is call,

•

Buy any 4 item pizza
or deluxe for Only

Late*
'4LL

5 oz Sirloin Tips

All Ace
, Hardware Paint

PM°

'439

25%coupon
Off

$11.75

Sunn-Thurs
11-9:30
Fri & Sat
11- 10.3Q,

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

HI-DRI
Paper Towels
2 Rolls $ 1.00

Offer Good Mon. Fri., All Day Long
Open* Offer Does Not Require Coupon

With

Additional items $1 30
One coupon per order Not
good with any other offers

a

with salad bar

753-3361

E•pfres 9 15 85

with coupon

ROY'S

759-9555
wit

ee

Discount Pharmacy
506 N. 12th, 753-2380
• Z..1,11.

COUPON
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Notice

2

Notice

Lega

1

1

Legs

NOTICE OF SALE
Public notice is hereby given that the
United States of America, acting through
the Farmers Home Administration, has for
sale the following described real property:
A tract of land consisting of 415
acres, including dwelling, tool shed,
and stock barn, located approximately 4 miles northwest of
Kirksey. Kentucky, on Beach
Road.
The property will be sold under, the
following conditions:
For cash or terms of not less than 10,,
downpayment and not to exceed 25 amortized payments at 11.625f annual interest
for the balance of the'purchase price. A 10";
deposit is required, which will be promptly
refunded if the offer is not accepted.
Preference will be given to a cash offer
which is at least 96r1of the highest offer requiring credit. AccIrptance of any bid based on the condition that FmHA finance all
or a portion of the sale on terms will be subject to approval of the bidder's credit by
FmHA.
Offers for purchase of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will bepublic. Bids will be opened at the FmHA office, Murray. Kentucky. on September 19,
1985, at 2:00 p.m.
Property will be sold without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, age, national
origin or marital status.
Prospective buyers may inspect the property by appointment. Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA 1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and Acceptance, which are available, along
with additional information about the property, at the FmHA office located at 104
North Fifth Street, Murray, Kentucky
telephone: 502/753-0162).
The Government reserves the right to reject any or all offers.
Dated this 26th day of August, 1985.
"TINTTEID-STATES-OF-AlitERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home Administration

2

Notic'e

9. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous
WILL do housecleaning, 8 FT. flourescent lamps VIE NI E VI OF'
'72 4x4 Blazer
experienced, dependa- $1.75 each. 4 ft. Muresble. references. Call cent lamp- $1.50.
\ONDISCHIN11% %TM N
New Imron paint,
Coffee
753-6043.
• .West Kenttick
Rural Electric
table, end tables &
good tires, roll bar,
'couchesCooperatiVe Corporilion has filed with the
$35 & up.
10. Businesi Opportunity
new
stereo
Bedroom suites with
Federal Government a Compliance
SMALLcountry
groc$3,000.
bed,chest.
dresser, box
Good
Assurance in which it assures the Rural
ery with large inven- springs & mattress,
condition
tory. making money. 2 $175. Solid oak tables &
Electrification Administration that it will
or 3 bedroom house chairs,. old kitchen
'72 Olds 442
comply fully with all requirements of Title
attached. -Welt 'City cabinet with porcelain
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Collector Item
Now has rental
area. 442-7589.
pull-out top, antique
121 Bypass 710-,61.74, 7A3-0653 after
Rules and Regulations of the Department
stor4ae,Available
couches, used freezers,
. Instruction
of Agriculture issueilthertlITIAer.ao the rici
refrigerators. washers
8100 p m
NEW credit card'. No
Phone 759-1775 or
that no person in thel Aiteii States shall on
LYNDIA Cochran & dryers. George Hodge
one refused. Visa come by
Dance & Gymnastics. & Son. Dixieland Shopthe ground of race. color, or rational origin.
Mastercard. Call 1-619ping Center, 753-4669.
Register now. 753-4647.
565-1657. 24 hrs.
be
excluded
from
pariaaPation
in be denied
COSMETOLOGY by
AG Brokers. Industrial
WATCHES. Quality Swiss LaDora. a new
the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to
hair
14
Want
to
Buy
Rd. now offers lawn
made replicas. Famous salon Cut
discriminatio
set$10
00
n
conduct
in
the
ot
as
program
make, Overnight deliv- Call
DEALER wants to buy renovation service. We
and the operation of its facilities. Under this
502 N. 8th
ery Call for free broch- Sat 753-0658. Closed
very old furniture, de- have Stac Dust, a new
Aasurance..this organization is committed
ure 1-800-431-1140.
pression glass. fesita plant food material that
Do you like country not
glass, old coke mate- is extremely fast acting
to discriminate against any person on
FIBERGLASS Panels- decorating'5 Then you'll
rial. Call 753-3642 after 5 on soil P.H. To have
white or green 1 8' - love the new Country
the ground of race. color or national origin
6 Help Wanted
healthy, durable grass
o'clock call 753-5738
$4 75, IT- $5.85: 12'- Home Collection. Be the
in its policies and practices relating lo apFORECLOSURE? We you must have a good
$ 6 95 Mid -South first in your area to
plications for service or any other policies
have an investor that P.H. in your soil. We
Wholesale Building; 342 have a home gathering
and practices relating to treatment cit
will make up your back offer complete service.
East Washington: 437-4711
pay-ments' for an We will aroate, -fertilize.beneficiaries and - participants including
Paris: 901-642-2552..
ownership interest. You lime, spray for unrates. conditions and extension ot service.
Person experiencstay. Dial Mary. Jane wanted vegetation.
TIRE SALE
use 01 any of its facilities. attendani--O at and
II 1'1 1 181.11
ed in appliance &
753-1492 at Century 21 prepare- seedbed &
seefding. Call 753-4533
participation in any meetings or
Grand AM
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
T.V. installation &
IIIHT111)%1
day.. 759-4640 night for
beneficiaries and participants or the exerRadial GT
free estimates & redelivery.
15. Articles for Sale
Call
T111
cise of any rights of such beneficiaries and
Now Save 25•
.
,
ferrals. We want you to
753-1713
for
#1
BLACK
shingles.
I ..N.• \
participants in the conduct of the operations
have a beautiful lawn.
ECONOMY TIRE
$20.95 sq. While supply AIR
appointment.
of this organization.
compressor's. Dill
I
lasts.
Mid-Squth
753-8500
"Any person who believes himsulf, or any
Wholesale Building.1; 342 Electric 753-9104.
rAsy ASSEMBLY East Washington; CAR batteries, 66
specific class of individuals, to be subjected
month. 85 amp. 460 ('CA
WORK! $600.00 per 100. Paris; 901-642-2552.
by this organization to discrimination proGuaranteed payment. 3 GAL. black top sealer- 15-24C $29.99. Wallin
hibited by Title VI of the Act and the Rules
No experience/no $ 6 .95. Mid -South Hardware, Paris, TN.
and Regulations issued thereunder may. by
sales.- Details send self- Wholesale Building; 342 CORRIGATED metal
himself or a representative, file with the
addressed stamped en- East Washington; roofing; 8'- $4.75; 10'$6.20; 12' $7.45. Mid.
velope; Elan Vital- 332, Paris; 901-642-2552.
Secretary of Agriculture, Washington. I a C.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. South Wholesale
20250, or the Rural Electrification AdPierce, Fl. 33482.
refrigerator with tea-. Building; 342 East
ministration, Washington. D. C. 20250, or
EXCELLENT income tured steel door, only Washington; Paris; 901this organization, or all, a written conifor home assembly $8.00 per week. Rudolph 642-2552.
FARMERS.- land
plaint Such complaint must be filed not
work. For info call Goodyear 753-0595.
owners. Call AG
504-646-0315 Ext. A-719.
late.....
WH.XBJ.cF.O.OL. _If ea vy Makers;-Indastriar-Rd:
MANAGER
wanted
for
duty
washer
with 4
discrimination. or by such later date to
Marble plant at Mid cycles. only $6.00 per for soil testing service,
which the Secretary of Agriculture or the
Western Marble Co. week. Rudolph stacdust sales, spreadRural Electrification Administration exing service, lime
Option for profit shar- Goodyear, 753-0595.
spreading, culvert pipe,
tends the time for filing. Identity ot corning or stock in cometc. We want to do
pany. Top qualified 16. Home Furnishings
plainanta will be kept confidential except to
business with you.
personnel only. Must be WHIRLPOOL
the extent necessary to carry out the purheavy Located across from
experienced, no other duty dryer with 3
temp
poses of the Rules and ,Regulations "
Farris Grain. Call 753need apply. Send com- selections, only
$4.00 4533 Day, 759-4640 night.
plete regime to P.O. per week. Rudolph
INVITATION
GET ready for winter!
Box 1040-P. Murray,. Goodyear, 753-0595.
.•
-• •
Storm Windows- $21.25' .
. • TQ BID..,
-Ky.
1976 Ford Transit Vans (2) 9.50x16.5 used
ea. Stock sizes only.
20. Sports Equipment
.Notice
.Notic.e
Mid-South Wholesale
radial tires (10). Vans & tires may be inWINCHESTER, Mcidef Building; 342 East
America's
spected at City Hall, Murray, Ky. between
1200. 12 guage, 30 inch, Washington; Paris; 901the hours of 7 a.m.-3 p.m. Sealed bids will
Cindi Lin
ventalated rib, good con- 642-2552.
WE TAKE THE CAKE
Newest
dition. $160. Call 753-0462 GRAVELY tractor
be accepted on Sept. 5, 1985. Transit
509 N 7th St
Ceramics
Party Plan
after 4 pm.
Authority reserves the right to reject any
mower, dual wheels,'
753-9280
Classes Tue.-Thurs
Christmas around
electric starter. Sulky
Balloon Bouquets
all
bids.
or
sales
All
will
final.
be
,
Bids
will
20O p.m til 10 p.m
22. Musical
the world, hiring
Rototiller. Good condiRent A Clovin Gonda Gram,
be.opened 7 p.m. Sept. 5, 1985. Best bid will
1 mile from Murray
Fruit Baskets Cakes
home makers to
ALTO sax, excellent tion, $888. Call 759-1117.
be notified by the Transit Authority on
Hwy. 94 East
"Now, I want you all to know this cat's pot
Wdton Supplies
condition. Must sell.
demonstrate
Phone 753-0079
Sept 6, 1985.
•
from the market-Rusty caughi it himself."
Make offer. Call 759Christmas decoraWHIRLPOOL
1243
tions. Good pay. Can
ANTIQUE solid cherry
Air Conditioners
earn at least '8 an
wood piano, excellent
5,000 B.T.U.
hour, 12 weeks,
-AU-PO 1- KNOW I'M
C-OfIllitTOTI: -Must-sett,
PO-THEY
HAVE
IT'LL
BE
RIGHT..
ALL
$4.00
Per Week
$.450.
May
be
seen
at
720
part-time. Free '300
GOING TO LIKE RIPIN6 a
IN,FLIGHT MOVIES?
_
Nash after 3:15p.m.
10,000
B.T.U.
Kit.
Jim
No
Suiter
&
investment.
ON A SCHOOL BUS?
RIMBALL pianos &
$6.50 Per Week
No collecting. No
Jerry Henry will
organs. Check our
delivery. Call Carlene
18,000 B.T.U.
prices before you buy.
be
in
our
Thurman Furrpture, 208
Lovell, collect
$8.25 Per Week
Main St. Murray 753showroom
502-333-6951 or
25,000 B.T.U.
4834.
write
Rt.
1,
Sturgis,
from 6:30-8:00
$10.75 Per Week
Baldwin
PJANOS
Ky. 42459.
(With Approved
&bans, player pianos.
Mon., Tues.,
New, used pianos,
Credit)
Thurs., Fri.
organs, grand pianos.
NEED a job
Four
Rudolph
Lonardo
204
Piano
Co.
THANKS... ITS GOT
PURDOM
openings now. You may W. Washington St.,
BRUCE SPRING5TEEN
Goodyear
qualify if: 11 you are Paris, Tenn.
MOTORS,
INC.
ON IT... WHO'S
Olds-Pont -Cod Buick
between 16 & 21 yrs. old
721
S. 12th
PICTURE IS THAT
21, you have dropped 24. Miscellaneous
out of school for 9 month
753-0595
ON YOURS'?
!MED immediately 100 or more. 31 you don't MF-250- new• 42 HPpeople seriously inter- have a high school diesel- power steering.
ested in losing weight. diploma or GED. Call power adjust rearsCall 1-800-992-9991
JTPA Out Of School' auxiliary hydraulics- RARDSNOOD slabs in
air
753,9378. if no one best seat- extra heavy bundles delivered.$80 a
answers call 753-3033 rear end- bumper- fluid load. 901-584-3306 after
NO CREDIT
and leave name, ad- in rear tires- stabilizer 7p.m. Charley Tubbs
CHECK!
dress & phone number.
bars lt brackets. 2 year Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
LIMITED OFFER - MC VISA PASCHALL Truck warranty- list price TED dinette tables
T1955 unite:1 Feat,,Syndicate inc
Lines safety dept. is $16239, 2 in stock- sell and chairs, twin beds,
Recieye a MasterCard or Visa
looking for experienced for $9995. See Gene or school desks „recliners,
credrt card regardless or your
SLURP,OCR MISSION IN LIFE
past credit history. or present
road drivers. Will Ed at Stokes Trac- rockers, chests, ranges,
I'LL BET THERE'S SOME
IS TO SEEK OUT EVIL WHEREVER
marital status
Qualifications: 25 years tor 753-1319
LEFTOVER EVIL IN
refrigerators. coffee
INo Savings
MA1•
old, 2 years of recent IRTITOITIMMTOCcy tables, end tables,
THAT REFRIGERATOR
Account Required")
over the road ex- machine & cabinet. lamps, couches and
GUARANTEED!
perience. current good condition., $600. chairs: Hard back and
For application call
license & good driving Call 753-8918 between paper back books. For
%AUDIT
record. Applications 8:30 & 5:30.
the best prices and best
1-800-637-6680
will be accepted .at the NEW MF-1010 3 cly. used furniture and ap(toll free)
Murray Terminal, Hwy. diesel- 16 HP- with 54" pliances shop Trash and
641. Mon.-Fri. from 8-5.
center mount mower- Treasure, 806 Coldwaturf tires- the ultimate ter Road, 753-4569.
lawn mowing machine USED washer 8r dryer,
INSURANCE
plus you have 3 point lift great shape. $225 for
& PTO for other yard & pair. Call 753-9829.
SALES CAREER
LTPM 2AVaa
9-5
garden work. List price WHIRLPOOL
9*5 united Feature Syndicate r1c
Financial help while training
$7446. 1 in stock to sell Microwave oven with
commission,
advance
for $6495 with 7.9% 700 watts cooking
IN THE MEANTIME,
renewals
vested
financing for 60 months. power, only $4.50 week.
Install new septic
milia • . exceNent comTURN AROUN 2./
See Gene or Will Ed at Rudoph Goodyear, 753Complete line of A &
pany
YOU'RE Mi56ING A
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
0595.
systems, repair on
H and Universal Life ProHANG ON,
FUL SUNSET
Including
major
ducts
old systems. 30
5AR&E!
medical and nursing home
BEETLE
yrs. experience.
policies For appointment
&ETTI NG
call Sharon Mon.-Egi 9
Licensed by State
am ,11 30 a m
,O ROPE!

OrNTRY NOTIONS

-

Miaray Ledger & Times

Parkside
sikek -A
Storage

Parkside
Car Wash

HELP
WANTED

24.

OR
Horn
12"-

W al
Para
ORE
3/8"
$7.99,
Hard
ITOT
mach

759-41

SEA.'

oak.
hard
delha
ricks.
753-03

27. M
)17113.
kitth
ref.,
move
porch
200
avail:
436-58
137g2BR,
bus
kitche
with
porcl
store,
mascot
roof
condit
F-11111
$1500.
can, L

rEir

Ky. I
Ky.(
messa

TWA1
12x60,
Trade

A

4111

4,

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

esEAUTI

Health
Dept.
753-9224.

3

04.01,
4171g! CAN'T F1141,
PAY 1-liFT SMOG ANC,
I'M UM'S!,

WHERWS Mb!
RIGHT SHOE?'

THIS MANIAC WALKER IS LOOSE.
SHOOT HIM ON S4604T. WE KAYE FIVE
MINUTES. A THOUSAND, BUCKS
114E mAN WHO NAILS Him?

-eae's YOL)R
RIGHT SHOE

WAIT! VOL) PORGC7T
YOuR SOCKS !!

CAPTAIN..WALKER
50E0%10(1,4.'6. LOOKINks
• FOR ME? IM 1444177N6,/N YOUR CABIN.

41 FOR
77IE 641097'
WIC MILKS

ktbW!LET'S
410VEZ
T.

•

Card of Thanks
01 It SINCERE
THANKS

To the many
friends of our dear
father, Lawrence
D. Walk-er. The
pallbearers. Bro.
Norsworthy and
the Choir of Blood
River
Baptist
Church whose acts
of
love, their
beautiful flowers,
food and words of
comfort shall never
be forgotten.
Danny Walker lir
Family
Richard Walker &
Family
Christine
Bassinger &
Family
James R. Walker
Janet & Bruce,
JklicCampbell

502 781-7270

'REPS nee ed. For business accounts. Fulltime $60,000 to $80,000.
Part-time $12,000 to
$18,000. No selling. Repeat business. Set your
own hours. -Training
provided. 1-612-938-6870.
Mon -Fri. 8A M. to
5P.M. CST.
SALESPERSON. New
vaeation resort on Lake
Barkley looking for
several enthusiastic
persons if you are over
19. have a pleasant look
and an outgoing pirsonality. This could be
the opportunity of your
lifetime. Call 502-9245814.
'WE need salespeople
Must have car, no
travel'. Prospects furnished. Excellent
working conditions,
high earning potential.
Call Larry Suiter 9-5
daily 502-362-8652.
9. Situation Wanted

WILLs do housecleaning
Call 489-4822
WILL stay with elderly
at home or in hospital,
at sight. °Sod -references. Call days
, 753-4410. nights 753-4590.
•

KEEP ALL DIRT,
ASHES AND SMOKE
dict
i
OUTSIDE
3URE-FLAME
WITH A
-.141D(0.4
Bums wood or
coal efficiently.

Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.

• Higif erticrency

- zero neol loss
with fiber gioss tn•JI(1110n CMCI

GIONOA.2••••••nlikl grOOthe
,
Cove,

•

Wool rteffnoitat

°tar of,(VW

ono 010,ovef for more *Van
heat distribution onci c defeat
COMIC*

700 to 1100 CFI* • C ornpoc I yel woes bee ci
browse with untque Oaths
iron,("keret°. ot Nuys oi
system tor 100000 150000
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bans
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Ozark Log Homes
& Stove Shoppe
121 Bypass
7534774
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous
OREGON bars for
Homelite chain saws:
12". $11.99, 14"- $14.99,
16"- .419.99. 20"- $26.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
OREGON saw chains
3/8" Pitch for 16" bar$7.99. 20"- $8.99. WaJlin
Hardware. Paris, Tn.
ROADMASTER rowing
machine. Also, 10 speed
Murray bicycle. Call
759-4707 after 4p.m.
REASONED /irewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30!rick
delivered. MM. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

33

MUST Sell, 2 br, 12x65
Melody home, newly
carpeted. refrigerator.
stove, washer, dryer. 2
air _conditioner units included. Carport. Good
condition $5,500. Call 5271261 befora5 pm, 753-0956
after 5 pm.
OR rent 2 BR, 14855, 1
1/2 miles on 641 South.
Call 753-6156

Rooms

Rooms for

Rent

TUESDA1'. SEPTEMBER 3, 19/45
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46. Homes for Sale

49

for girls or
boys near university
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894

2 BR house, goes into
the realtors hands if not
sold this week. Lynn
Grove area, $34,000. If
34 HOuses for Rent
interested call 435-4150
LARGE 1 BR house, RY contractor. new"1
single or couple, no BR, 2 bath brick &
pets. One year lease. cedar house, ready to
753-3913 before 9p.m.
move into. Priced in the
60's. Call 753-3903.

Used

Cars

1981 MERCURY Lynx
wagon, pb, ps, a/c,
am/fm, $2600. Call
after 6p.m. 753 9553.
1982 PONTAIC Grand
Prix, all power, air,
automatic, excellent
condition. Call 753 1580.
1982 Z28, black & gold,
excellent condition,
must sell. Call 759 4582.
1983 FORD Club wagon
with extras, 15 passen
ger, 351 engine, 62,000
miles, excellent condi
tion, $10,400. Call 382
2545.
1984 FORD Escort L,
2 door, hatchback,
automatic with air,
am fm stereo, 6,000
actual miles, sharp,
$5200 Call 436 2165.
1985 FORD Mustang,
red, 2 door, am/fm
cassette, clock & cruise.
Perfect condition. Call
759 9598 after 7p.m.
'74 HORNET, air con
ditioning, good condi
tion. Call after 5p M.
762 2349.
MAZDA GLC deluxe,
1984, 5 speed, air con
ditioning, am-fm stereo
cassette. Call 753-9240.

NEED to move. Price
Reduced HOUSE and
ALL ,13teed dog groom- two lots. 3- BR, dining
iii"
thru Sept. 20. room, kitchen, living
2 OR 3 BR. ?Timis-17r
AC/natural gas. Shady Free dip with each room and utility room. 2
complet
e grooming. storage buildings, carOaks 753-5209.
Free pick-up and deliv- port, grape vines and
Met 2 BR trailer near
berries vines. Price
Murray. No pets. Call ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
CHUMBLER'S Pet $22,000. Phone 492-8492.
489-2611
.
Shop Dixieland Center NEAR Murray, 3 BR.
is now open. Call 753- 11/2 bath, brick. 2 car
32. Apts for Rent
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
7601.
•
attached garage, 15x24
swimming pool, central
12x65 2BR, 2 bath, large
For
Rent
nels at Kirksey has heat & air on 71/2
kitchen, central air,
Nice furnished apartboarding. Large dogs acres, $53.500. Also. 43
ref., range, must be
$4. small dogs & eats acres 12 miles N. of
moved. 12x36 screened
ments for 1, 2, 3, or'
$2.50 per night. Also, Hardin, $22,500. phone
porch, utility room, and
4 students. Call
female Pomeranians Gingerwood Realty 502200 AMP service pole
753-5865
Or
for sale. Call 489-2377.
362-8948.
available. Reasonable
753-5108.
436-5846.
NEW, 3BR brick, 2
40. Produce
baths. central heat &
1976 12x65 NEW Moon,
2BR, 11/2 baths, spac- 1 & 2 BR apt near APPLES, cider for sale. air, approx. 2 miles east
ious living room & downtown Murray. Call 489-2467 Tucker Murray. Call 759-9619
after 4p.m.
kitchen, on 3/4 acre lot Adults only. Call 753- Orchard, Landfill Rd
with front & back 4109, 762-6650, or 436NICE -2 BR brick, good
43
Real Estate
porches. Also. 12x20 2844.
location. Call 753-9021.
storage building with
1 BR furnished apt., air DANK of Murray & Fm ONWER wants offer, on
masonite siding 8,r slant conditioned. College H.A. reposses
sed pro- spacious 3 BR. brick. 50 Used Trucks
roof carport. Very good
boys preferred. No pets. perties. Other listings, ranch. Living room with
condition. 759-4093.
121 North, next to fair Murray -Calloway Co. fireplace. large equipted 1975 FORD 1 Ton with
2 BR house trailer, grounds. 753-3139.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. kitchendining area, gar- grain bed. 1976
$1500. See Lewis DunBR apt. Also, house on 753-8146 or Ron Talent age. beautifull 22x10 ft Chevrolet 1 Ton with
can, Dexter, Ky
wood patio. Located in service body. Phone
lake. Call 753-3530.
753-9894.
3 BR double wide near TAKING applications HOME and 4 acres Fairview acres, Hwy 121 753-7422, 8a.m.-5p.m.
Ky. Lake at Hamlin, for Section 8. Rent located 2 miles from South, turn left on Old 1981 P.U. GMC Sierra
Ky Call 753-8964 leave Subsidized apt. I, 2 or 3 Murray. An excellent Salem Road. Call 753-9706 Classic, V-8 auto., pb,
ps. A/C- sell or trade
message anytime
rriF.Elptme
BR. Apply Hilldale buy. Price just reduced to
days 753-4703 or night
rent" Only
TRAILER for sale. Apts., Hardin. Ky. $23.500. Phone Kopperud
buys 50'; ioterest in a 759-4703.
12x60, see Brandon Dills Equal Housing Realty, 753-1222.
2 CHEVROLET
Opportunity.
Trailer Court 753-9104
NOME and 93 acres of- three bedroom home! If
fered -for.- sale, -through ever . a..home projected pickup, ps. pb. ac. Good
Kopperud Realty. Pro- an air of coziness and condition. $1700. Call
perty ihcludes large good cheer this one 753-9635.
pond, several barns and certainly • does. Once '81 GMC Step Side, very
outbuildings. Price just inside, the aura of sharp, excellent condireduced $20,000. Phone warmth does not tion. '84 Silverado.
diminish-- bright spac- loaded. Call 753-5216.
753-1222.
kOPPERUD Realty of- ious kitchen. French 51.Campe
rs
fers and excellent selec- doors from dining room
tion of quality homes - all to screened sun room, 1973 VW Campmobile.
price ranges. For all your bountiful storage, with 'self contained, excellent
Compliments of:
Real Estate needs phone traditional firaplace .condition. Call 759-1386 -or
VERNON'S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
753-1222, or visit our office serving the living area. 759-9888.
Ahother chance like this 1982 MINI motor home.
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
at 711 Main.
may not come along. 24 ft., double air, rear
753 7113
Call Mary Jane now - bath. Chevy ehassy with
45. Farms for Sale
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
753-1492 at Century 21 350 engine. 21,000 miles.
Hours: 10.6 Doily. Closed Sunday
128 ACRES in Calloway Loretta Jobs Realtors.
like new. Call 753-0114.
County. 3 miles from
2 CAMPERS: 11 17 ft.
Dexter & 8 miles N. of 47. Motorcycles
Nomad, sleeps-6. gas or
Murray on 2000 ft. of
1979 HONDA XR-80, electric, good condition.
blacktop road. 32 tilla/14E
excellent condition. Call 21 13 ft. Sportsman.
ft
ble acres & 96 acres of
after 4p.m. 435-4218.
sleeps-4. ice box, 2
woods rolling, small
barn & 2 wells. Make a '61 HONDA 200 3 - burner gas stove, good
A INEPT Ida al
II
V L
condition. Call 474-2361.
reasonable offer., 219- wheeler, like new, $550.
Call 489-2642.
926-2798.
52 Boats-Motors
HONDA 3-wheeler
Super 185., like hew. Call 14 FT John Boat,
46 Homes for Sale
-C...61‘,4•11606-)T'
E.
Vr Tes
pedestal seats, carPet,
492-8652.
- 2r.s•_ Esrtvre 2BR house. 115 S. 10th._
12 h.p, motor, trolling
Newly renovated, ready YAMAHA YZ60 motor. motor, depth finder,
to move In. Open house cycle III, helmet. Call battery & trailer. Call
after 530p.m. 753-3020.
1-5 Saturday and Sun
753-9240 or 753-0148.
/.:-S54-134416"1
day 759-1813. 753-6123.
16 FT. Century
49. Used Cars
BY owner, 3 BR brick
Mahogany inboard
1976
DATSUN
B-210 runabout,,,, needs yarnhome in country.
Hatchbac
k,
very
sharp. ish. Last low low price!
Kitchen-den combination. living room, 1 $1000. Call 474-2325.
$450. Call 658-3697 day
1977
HONDA wagon, or night.
bath, utility room, work
shop, garage, wood automatic, new paint, 1983, 19 FT. Baja, 350
stove & electric heat. rebuilt engine, $1000. 1.0, stainless steel
TVA insulated, storage Call 474-2325.
prop. Very low hours.
building, 1 acre with 1979 TRIUMPH Spit- Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
barn and fence for fire, very good condi- 1983 CREST III.
pontoon
horses. $38,000. Call tion. Best offer. Call boat. 24 ft. full
furniture.
7 5 3•0 5 30 for 759-1259.
depth finder, CB, Camper
information.
1979 Z-28, loaded, needs kit, 50 Hp Evenrude
moENJOY country living motor repair, $2500. tor with lift.
Excellent
in this 2 BR home on Call 759-9960.
conditi•on. Call
3.4 acre lot. White 1980 MAZDA 626 5- 436-2289.after 6 pm
frame house with speed, ac, AM -FM THE
ideal starter
pickett fence enclosing cassette. good condi- Houseboa
t. 33 foot Seagofront yard. New carpet, tion. Call Tracy 759-1712 ing with large
front deck,
wood or electric heat. or 753-9881
4 cyl. Volvo engine, air,
Located 12 miles from 1980 OLDS Cutlass shower.
radios. tape
Murray in the Browns Supreme, ps, pb, tilt, player, excellent
condiGrove Community. cruise, 350 V-8. extra
tion. Under 110,000. See at
Only $20,000. Call 435- clean, extra sharp. Call Town
& Country Marina
4354 after 6p.m.
436-5462.
or 618-524-2533.
38. Pets-Supplies

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

mrarr-77117577;17-

firr

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 344.70 Yesterday 6.34
Opened
Opened
Today
335.20. Today
6.24
Down
9.50 Down
.10

-

Swea
ut
30

TOTAL FITNESS PROGRAM
Fall Classes Begin Week Of Sept. 9
Dancaerobics
10 Wk. @ $50
-Sweat 30$2 per class
For more info call
Robin Brittain 753-7597
ONLY the BEST for YOU!

r,cr/Imiltaiteyn/k/

53. Services Offered
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience. Free_ estimates. -Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service. 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 i home I.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dish w ashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341

DENNIS

McClure construction, roofing,
painting. plumbing, interior or exterior.
Phone 502-382-2689, Rt.
1, Sedalia.
sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
ni 7;4174-227
1f
6.
RING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free.
estimate.
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
new & used parts. Call
471-2325.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate

rrNCE

J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528,
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet -6 upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call - 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
L&J Sanitation County
Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag
limit, 47 per month. Call
436-2264.

53. Services Offered
MITCHELL Paving.
Sealing striping, repair
& complete asphalt
installation. All jobs,
large & 'small. Call
7534537.
MOWING, hauling,
trees and bushes pruned
or removed. Reasonable rates, good references. Call Jerry at
759-9661.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning. shaping, complete
removal and more Call
HOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care
753-0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing. You
name it. I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868.
taper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates. References. 25
years experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987

Photography

753-8298
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN ST. SUITE B
1 North 3rd Entrance

Services Offered
53 Services Offered
BRING your mowers
(riding & push), tillers,
BAILEY'S
chain saws, small en
gines and welding to
FARM
LUMBER
Moody's Repair for
SUPPLY
their tune up and over
haul. Cherry Corner
Has tobacco
Road, 753 5668 Pickup
& delivery
sticks
Work
$18.00
Guaranteed
per
hundre
d. THWEATT'S Alterna
for, Generator & Starter
Industrial Rd.
Serviiie -irebuill- Lir 7Z.'
3
Murray, Ky.
paired). Rt rl, Almo,
Ky. 42020, shop (502)753
759-1099
8742
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard WET BASEME
NT? We
work. Experienced. make wet
basements
Free estimates Call dry
Work completely
436 2690
guaranteed
Call or
TREE work Complete write Morgan Con
removal, topping, tri
struction Co. Pt 2, Box
mming & stumps re
409A, Paducah, Ky
moved.- 4nsured. Call 42001 or call 1 442 7026
•
753 0211
WILL do bush hogging'
Call 753.8590

PAINTING

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Aluminum
Service Co.

Free Estimates
759-1983

WALLPAPERING

Aluminum and vinyl
siding: Custom trim
work. Roferonces.
Call Will Ed Malloy.
753-0669

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

55

Feed and

Seed
F: certified Johnstone. low endophyte
super grass Limited
supply Broadbent Seed
Co Cadiz Ky. 235-5182.

ROOFING. Plumbing.
*FREE ESTIMATES
Concrete work. Additions,Painting,
General Carpentry
P .A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates. „
GENERAL maintenCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ance, roofing. painting
8, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
etc. 20 yrs. experience
()VI R
Free estimates. Cal.
AI VI All",
474-2330_
SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
I Mg RIF Pelf F
SEWING Machine RepRAISED PANEL DOORS a,
air . All makes and
Birch • Oak • INaInto • Chairrv
models. Industrial, home
oUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES *
KITCHEN CABINET jarM- • VANITIES
and bag closing machines
40 yrs. experience. All • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITUpra FURNITURE REFINISHING a
•
COMPETITIVE pumas Drop By A See Our Display
work g-uaonteed. Kenneth. Barnhill.- 753-2674,121.1 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
Stella, K.
WO••II• ••••••••••Ill••.411
SMALL Engine Repair
Will repair chainsaws,
lawn mowers. etc around
Kirksey,*area. Call 489..
JERRY ATKINS &ASSOC
2712.
•
STUMP REMOVAL
lFormerly Atkins Gutter Service
SERVICE. Tired of
& Circle A Fencing)
unsightly stumps and
. NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
mowing around them"-',
Aluminum & Vinyl Biding.
We can emove any
Soffit & Trim Work,
stump and leave a fresh
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
seed bed with no damage to surrounding
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
lawn. Larry Wood 753Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
0211.
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
FENCING
REPAIRS
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
CB TV and Stereos
Financing Available Phone 753 8407
MURRAY HOME A AUTO

°mars

•
•

•

•
a

TRUE VA.UE

Nor ths.elle Shoppeeng CE'.
753-2571

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.

Ray Elkins
Carpet Laying

Wedding

53

20 Tears
Exparlencis
Highlast Quality
Workmanship

753-9559

/

Hopkins insurance Agency
Kentucky Central Insurance Companie.

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today
Coll
408 SO. 12th
Dr. Torn Hopkins Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6202

42071

costs only

Sunday, Sept. 8, 1985
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in The Ledger and Times on Friday, Sept.
6, 1985.
Photo
Name of Grandparents
Name of Child
Cost $5.00 each

attracts readers like a

causes your

Angela Marie Elkins
Vv'a V

e

Justin Ray Holland
Grandson of
Sam S Dorothy Workman
Prentice & Modelle Ho,.and

t'?''
'

Extra copies of paper
available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned
after page appears in paper.
Deadline for copy. 12 Noon
Sept. 5, 1985.

? A little

-COUPONPlease insert my Grandchild (s) photo in yOur paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child

in classified, that's what!

Name of Grandparents
Enclosed $5.00 per photo or bill me at the follov ing
address. •
Name: _ _
Address
Mad Ttl!- The Murray Ledger A Tines
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

Jessica Jo Birdsong
Jennifer Dale Birdsong
Grandaaugnters of
Mr
Mrs Joe Rob tfaiev'
_. Great Ce.andPacen_
Mr Li llfts Brooks Doores
Great Great Graridrnolher
Mrs Lura

•

I

,
17
=

Murray Ledger & Tines
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

Siva

I

-•

•••

""-

•

•

•
111

•

•4,
40

•••• •

1

I
.
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Dallas Dick
funeral held
011 llondav
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IES

Langston funeral 110nday

Depressed oil industry conditions filter

Services tor E.J. Langston; one
OWENSBORO. Ky. decline among the five percent more than for
superintendent of pro- first half of the year.
Langston were Monday daughter. Mrs. Christie (AP) — Four of five counties, according to the same period
last duction operations for The figure is up slightly
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Ann Langston ,Suiter, western Kentucky coun- the state.-"
year.
Inland Gas Co. of from 3.74 :million barByrn Funeral Home. Phoenix. Ariz.; four ties in the Owensboro
Al Howell, of the DiviOfficials of the Ken- Ashland.
rels in the same period a
Mayfield
sons,
. The Rev.
Randall E. area have seen revenue sion of County and tucky Oil and Gas
Services for Dallas
Watson said the gain year ago, according to
Dick were Monday at 2 James Miller and the Langston. Fulton. Sgt. from oil and natural gas Municipal Accounting, Association said they in production might the association.
p.m. in the chapel of Rev_ R. B. cippe Wayne E. Langston, severence taxes drop said companies that are puzzled by the stem from the use of
Declining oil prices,
Homestead. Fla., Jim- this year, despite an produce oil, natural gas statewide increase in enhance
Max Churchill Funeral officiated.
d recovery rising operating costs
Burial
was in the my L. Langston, overall increase in and other goods such as revenues. Drillin
Horne . •B ob Carey
g techniques at wells and tougher enMillers Chapel Church .1 11ayfield, and Steve revenues statewide, of- sand and gravel pay a throughout the state
. offiviated.
has rather than exploration. vironmental regulations
--Cemetery.
Langston, tlickory: six fitials said.
tax of 4.5 cents per $1 of been down, according to
Pallbearers were PurAbout 3.8 million bar; have combined to put
Mr. Langston. 53, Rt. grandchildren: two
The drop in oil and gas gross value to. the state. Jack Watson, president rels
dom Dick, Harold Dick,
of oil were produced pressure on small pro6,
Mayfield.
died Thurs- stepgrandchildren.
severance money,
Half of the Money is of the group and in Kentucky during the ducers,'Watson
Donald Dick. Mark
said.
His parents, Mr. and coupled with a decline in returned to the counties
_Elkins. Eddie Key and .day at Community
Hospital. Mayfield. He Mrs. Paul E. Lan‘ston. coal severance where the goods were
tlreg Rhodes.
Burial was in the Mur- had been an employee of- Rt. 5, Mayfield. survive, revenues and the even- produced, with 90 perRoman Ceramics. One along with five sisters, tual loss of revenue cent of that set aside for
ray City Cemetery
Mr. Dick. 57, Hazel. brother. Levi Joe Mrs. Emma Jean sharing funds could the counties and 10 perLangston. preceded him Hayden, Mrs. Lavina have an impact on the cent held for their incordied Saturday at s a m
Pollack and Mrs. Mar- eeonomies of the five porated cities, he said.
at West View Nursing in death.
ACROSS
drying
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Survivors are his tha J. Mills, Rt. 5. western Kentucky counHome.
41 Capuchin
Muhlenb
erg
County
wife.
LOOS
E
Mrs.
Mayfield
ties,
PANDA
Gertie
.
Mae
official
Mrs.
s have
1 Abound
Emmonkey
• _Born May 9. istis. Ui
received $212,469 in oil
MARRED
5 Barracuda
malene Hayden. Rt. 3. observed.
42 Uncanny
SHEETS
Calloway County, he
9 Watering place 44 Printer's
Mayfield. and Mrs. Lib- . _Daviess - County and gas money in the
AT
ERIC
ENTE
was the son of the late
12 Monster
measure
by Wiggins, Rt. 1. Treasurer Louis Ham- first six months of this
REE
FLOWS
TAA
Bud Dick and Lou Alex13
Bosc,
e.g.
46
Revolution
year.
compared to
Sedalia; _ four brothers. mack_ said county
ENDS
14 Chart
ELITE
andra Dick.
48
•
Ship's
ill
crane
Flavious A. • Langston finances have been hurt $204,17r in the same
15 Prodigy
51 Bird's home
STUNT
!le was preceded in
TR
I
TONS
period
last year, accor17 Agave plant
52 Time gone by
and Paulie Clayton by the reduced
-.-clerath
CARia OM OS
his Vvife:- MrS
18 Anger
ding to state figures.
53 Indian mulberry
Langst
on.
severanc
Rt.
e
5,
revenues
.
•
PREP
Hud=on Dick. one
ARE
19
Goddess
SNIPE
of
the
Suffer
55
internal
McLean
County receiv"We're feeling the efrainbow
daughter,
The funeral for Mrs. Mayfield. James
excitement
LA
. Lou
SPIRE
SEAL
ed
$106,613
over
the
first
21 Apportions
59 Suitable
Elkins, and tne son. Estelle Woods was Mon- Howard Langston. Rt. 1, fects in our funding,"
ETA
SPORE
RID
six
months,
23
Left
compare
d
60
Period
fasting
Kirksey
of
,
Hammac
,
and Ricky
k said. "Any
day at 3 p.m. in the
AILS
SORE
Tellurium
27
to
$113,081
62
Periods
time
of
last
year:
NU
Survivors are ,,ne chapel of Blalock- Dale Langston, Rt. 3. reduction in tax revenue Ohio
symbol
63 Pedal digit
DOTAGE
DINNER
County received
limits the amount of
28 Muse of poetry 64 Falsehoods
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

A

23 Different Varieties of Frosty Acres
Fresh Frozen Vegetables In Stock

siv...

Limas

'1899

Peas
Biackeyed
Peas

1689

Backbone

59'

Country Sausage

0/„
77

Girl stabbed
11‘ steak knife
W EST HEMPSTEAD.
N.Y .\Pi
A 6-year- old girl was stabbed to
death in a freak accident at a family
barbecue when- she ran
into a steak knife her
grandfather was carrying to the kitchen, police
say.
• Kara Markert. of
Uniondale. on Long
Island. was Slabbed
Sunday as her grandfather, William Niehr.
..was _clearing up after_
'the barbecue at his
house, said Officer
Howard - Burtt. a
Nadssau county police
spokesman.

%, Financing

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th
753-5842

Tobacco Farmers
Our Firing Rates
Have Not Increased
Call Us For A .
Quote Today

Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

C/K 10/30
(Pickups Chassis
Cob & Crew Cob)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

-

Ground Beef $ 799
Patties

Choice Sides of

Beef

No charge for cutting,
wrapping & Freezing

225 to 300 lb.

$

19
lb.

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753 1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri
We Accept
107 N 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m.'Sat.
Food Stamps
Only Federal Inspected Meat Mcirket in.Murray -
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